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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, October 7,
1948
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Although Caldwell county has
An underrated Butler Tiger
Judge Guy Stevens, eldest
lost 1,388 in population since
squad put up a healthy defense
son of the late Mr. and Mn.
1940, births outnumbered deaths
here Friday night to counteract
by more than two to one in the
Jcitin H. Stevens and for the
eleven over confident Madisonsame period, according to the
ville Maroons, and win a surlast two decades a prominent
State Department of Health's
prise victory, to the delight of
citizen of Idaho, died at his
annual vital statistics report, isa big home crowd, 12-7.
e a the survey is to
home in Blackfoot. Monday, folsued
last
month for the year
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so
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the Butler boys were fast to
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Judge Stevens was born In
her playmates, turning the while ' 329 children were born.
back
up
a
line
that
was
outcounty superintendent,
Princeton July 2, 1886, and was
money over to the March of This is a death rate of 11.4 to
weighed by the Maroons, and
educated in the public schools,
Dimes. Then the disease struck 1,000 population. The birth rate
the entire squad showed the reFive-year-old Judith Ellen later
trees will begin Montaking degrees from Lebher and her mother, Mrs. Sid T. was more than double, 24.5 to
sults of excellent coaching.
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g, when the 11 uni- Harding,
College and Cumberland
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With
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the
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over
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Court
at
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cester,
the
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Mass.,
hit
a
after
foota
jury
awardSchool Service will co- er had
married, in 1912, Miss Corrine
died the night before, a pulation of Caldwell county as
ball peak not achieved here in ed her $33,000 for the loss of sight
Catlett, at Mineral Mound Farm,
to examine Princeton victim of polio.
(AP Wirephoto) 14,800, while the Health Departsome years and by their stalwart in her left eye in an auto acciTuesday, Wednesday
near Eddyville, and soon afterplay gave notice to other con- dent. (AP Wirephoto)
ment estimates there are only
,y approximately 31
ward, was appointed to the U.
ference foes that they will be
13,412 living here now. It lists
S. Land Office, by Senator Olschools will be visited.
no pushover in remaining
12,058 white and 1,354 colored.
lie M. James. He and his wife
night, Oct. 11, a joint
games on the schedule this year.
There were two suicides durthen moved to San Francisco,
of the county and city
This
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house, which would have been in the flood storage
ing 1947, two homicides by fireMore than that, delighted
Calif., where they resided 6
education will be htld
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this joint session the
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death,
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And Mitchell Chosen
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Activate Soon
credit was given to Assistant
cancer, with 15 fatalities; disease
locate in Idaho, he moved to
county education cornThe Princeton Junior Cham- of myocardium;
Perkins Marquess, who h as For Top Posts
23,
and
tubercuBlackfoot, resigning his federal
members, and all inter- ber of Commerce
will sponsor a losis, taking a toll of eight.
Howard McConnell will be the
developed a line which has
positioK and in a few years,
'tens at 7:30 in Butler schoolboy patrol here,
Secretary Of Army
it was
played excellently well in both new 'president of the Princeton was appointed
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thus far and, altho out- Kiwanis Club for 1949, succeed- pired term of
Press
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mitee will be compos- Presler, secretary of the
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organ- seventy five male white children
weighed several pounds to the ing J. B. Lester, Other officers sixth judicial
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Washington — Secretary
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of the Army Kenneth C.
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unadulterated
flow
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weather, Mr. culosis (all forms), 8.
clude sisters, Mrs. Walter Davis,
is, George Eldred; Presler said. Badges
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in
and shoulthe second session,
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Cleland Carr; Home- der straps are
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ded by the
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press has always been one
member was Robert Emmett breaking the deadlock and put- and management, as affecting Budge,
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of Idaho, recently paid
George Pettit, Gar- to halt traffic in
of the most zealously guardRodgers, M a r io n, Crittenden ting the visitors on top, 0-6. A his company.
case of emer- of the valves and endocardium,
this tribute to Judge Stevens:
.ulders, Guy Smith, gency,
ed of gilts."
cobrity representative on the try for the extra point was sucon their posts, 6; disease of myocardium, 23.
"Your judge, Guy Stevens, is
Clayton, Paul Rowland, they very rareg take
board.
cessful, and Madisonville 'Farmers To Hear Talks
advantage
Disease of coronary arteries
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first
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of the achieved was was to be their
Rather than and angina pectoris, 12; other
sides being a cultured gentleOn
Corn
Loans
Reginald Phelps, Dan slow traffic, they
board
held Tuesday, a few reg- (Please Turn To Back Page)
try to help diseases of the heart, 4; arteriosman, he is a student of the law
,'Porter Selles.
Corn loans and the new puristrants were considered, and a
!other school children across colerosis, 2; asthma, 3; diseases
and I have noticed that when
•sting the City Board streets when
chase
plan will be discussed
draft call probably will be made
there are no cars of the stomach, 1; diarrhea,' 3.
litigants appeal from his deWednesday by the local AAA
N. D. Cameron, Mrs. in sight.
within the next few weeks, Mr.
cisions and we review the cases
Cirrhosis of the liver, 4; biland all interested farmers, W.
acy, Dr. C. H. Jaggers,
Averdick said.
in the supreme court,' we find
iary calculi, 1; acute nephritis, Gets Record Share Of
P. Oldham, chairman of Cald
Stevens, Robert ColeInductions under the draft
he had considered all the law
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well
os McCaslin, E. L. Wil- Tom Brown Is Named
county
Highway
AAA,
Department'
law
said
have
been
s
today.
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until
bearing on each matter before
of the prostate, 1; intercranial
The
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, GOP Campaign Chairman
meeting,
scheduled
tidy.
1, Maj. Gen. Lewis B.
for 1:30 making his decision. He
lesions of vascular origin, 23; Truck License Fees
does
Miss Jeanne Paris Is
o'clock, will hear such speakRobinson and Miss Eliza
Hershey said this week, because
Tom Brown, Marion road, a other
not allow his decisions to be innervous system diseases,
Caldwell county received
ers
as
M.
C. Butler, AAA com- fluenced
Guest Of Homemakers
of increased normal enlistment
veteran of World War H, has
by petty things, but
1; puerperal tokemias,
$9,963.10 from the Department quotas. It
mitteeman, Ben Marsh, in
teachers, Miss Eloise been appointed RepubIrcan coun•
is now possible
At
aims at simple justice."
Annual
Meeting
Congenital malformations, 1;
of Highways last week, as its Board No. 9 will meet the naand K. U. Bryant, will ty chairman and has held one
Miss Jeanne Paris, director of charge of corn loans in the
In his young manhood, Guy
premature birth, 4; senility, 5;
agency,. and Kenneth Grogan,
t the city faculty. Rep- organization meeting to name
tional. order for inductions.
Home Economics Division of the
Stevens was known far and
suicide, 2; homicide by firearms, share of the revenue from State
field
man
for
county teachers will working committees, The Leader
this
area.
All
Kroger Food Foundation, Cinwide in western Kentucky as an
2; motor vehicle accidents, 4; truck licenses, Judge Clyde 0.
Guy G. Richards and was informed this week.
cinnati, will speak to Caldwell farmers interested in corn loans outstanding natural athlete and
Washington
agricultural and forestry acci- Wood said.
Street
Gets
are
urged
to
attend.
ci:vert.
Homemakers at their annual
M. W. Tinder, Highway Dean amateur baseball
pitcher
dents, 1; fire, I; accidental inNew Winter Coat
1..lreau of School Service
meeting at the Ogden Memorial
whose prowess measured up
jury by fall, 3, and ill-defined partment director of records, reWashington
Street,
from Butl'niversity will send five
ussell Goodaker Gets
Methodist Church, Octobet 14.
ported the total refund. was
to that of majos leaguers of his
and unknown causes, 2.
ler High School building to S.
from its professorial
Miss Paris with degrees from
$1,195,572.00
compared with Jefferson,
igh Grades At U. Of K. day. He received numerous ofis being given a new
six graduate assistants.
$1,074,823.20 for the preceding
North Dakota State College and
fers to make professional basesealing coat for the Winter. Sam
James Russell Goodaker, EastRed Cross Hospital Group fiscal year, ending
are Dr. Charles R.
University Of Nebraska, recentball his career but preferred
June 30.
McConnell, superintendent of
side School principal, achieved
director of the Bureau Income From Parking
Meets In Princeton
the more sedate legal calling.
ly taught home economics at
The annual refund to counMunicipal Works, said this is
a perfect 3.0 scholastic record
Dr. Ralph W. Cherr y,
The Red Cross hospital con- ties from state truck licenses is
West Virginia University and
the only work being done at
during the summer semester at
Meters Was $437.66
the Department of Adference serving Outwood met made under a statute providing
was director of the Home Manpresent,
the University of Kentucky, it
the
and
coat
of
and
tar
lion, Dr.
Leonard
In September
in Princeton Saturday, from 1 that one-half the revenue from
agement 'House at the Univerft the Department of
Police Court collections for until 3 o'clock. A luncheon was annual truck license fees be re- gravel will level off a few sity. She can discuss interesting- was announced last week by Dr.
sstion. and Mrs. Mary September totaled $672, includ- served. Presiding at the meet- funded evenly among the coun- bumps and protect the road's ly and with authority matters Louis E. Pardue, dean of the
Graduate School. Mr. Goodaker
through
the winter
•
head of the Depart- ing $58 from meter and park- ing was N. A. Million, Evans- ties to use the money for road surface
connected with food, nutrition
months.
was a candidate for the degree
Elementary Education, ing violations and $69 collected ville, Ind., chairman. Speakers purposes.
and • broader problems of home
of M. A. in Education. He re- "My Twelve Years In
• College of Education. on repltvin bonds. Fines and included Mrs. McKinley Harris,
management.
The refund money is in addiceived his A. B. degree in EduRussia" Is Topic Of
s Sanders, head of the costs assessed during Septem- Louisville, volunteer field cor- tion to county income from
Mrs. Earl Erwin, director of
the Women's Mission Group
cation from Western State Tea.eat of Sociology, will ber amounted to $1,155. Replevin respondent, Mrs. Martin, with annual
Pennyroyal
Guest
Speaker
District
of the Ken- chers'
$5,000,000 rural road fund To Meet At Eddyville
College, in 1940.
with the group.
bonds made in September to- social service at the Veteran's and the rural road money accruPrinceton teachers will be in
The Women's Missionary So- tucky Federation ofb,Homemakgraduate assistants will taled $177.
Hospital at Outwood. Visiting ing from the two-cent gasoline ciety in the Caldwell Baptist
Murray tomorrow to attend the
As- ers will attend the meeting.
four from the College of
There were 54 cases on the were Miss Gertrude Raz, field tax increase.
64th annual session of the First
All county leaders and fed- Women Sponsor Series
sociation will hold their quarS and two from the Se- police court docket.'Of the director at Outwood, Miss AnDistrict Education Association,
Individual county refunds for terly meeting Wednesday, Oct. erated chairmen will give a Of Mission Studies
fines, $133 was paid by labor- nette, McClaran, Jackson, Tenn. preceding fiscal years were 13, beginning
Department.
to be held on the campus of
at 10 oclock, in summary of the work completed,
Woman's
e
T
h
Society
of
ing on streets, and 13 of those The need for volunteer workers $5,466.70 for 1943-44; $5,790.02 the Eddyville Baptist Church. according to Home Agent WilMurray State College,
Christian Service
Ogden
of
at
fined spent 66 days in jail.
Camp
Breckinridge and for 1944-45; $6,774.26 for 1945-46; The morning devotional will
Robert Magidoff, Moscow corbe ma Vandiver.
Methodist Church will sponsor
The treasurer's report show- Camp Campbell was stressed.
respondent for NBC before his
Mrs. Don Boitnott, Mrs. Alvin a mission study, beginning
and $8,956.86 far 1946-47.
brought by a visiting evangelist.
Moned disbursements for operating
sudden expulsion from the RusLisanby, Mrs. Charles Lester,
day night at 7 o'clock, entitled
expenses for September totaled
and Mrs. Aaron Cummins plansian capital this spring, will be
"On Our Doorstep", with a guest
parking
from
Income
$6,382.54.
the principal speaker. His adned the program.
speaker. The other two meetr Predicts President's meters was $437.66. Receivable
dress is "My Twelve Years in
ings
pe
will
conducted
memby
accounts for September in the
Of State To
bers of the WSCS, joining with Russia."
Central Presbyterian
water department totaled
John W. Brooker, secretary lb
women of the First Christian
le Majority
Re-organizes Fellowship
304.65. with sales tax, paid to
Kentucky Education Association,
Church
for
the
final
study.
"Although
Princeton Fire DeThe Westminster Fellowship
added. "The county would be
lie -- Kentucky Dem- the State, $86.96.
will also speak at the morning
Ca mpai gn Chairman,
A total of 517,400 pounds of partment is still inadequate, Council Asks Kercheval
willing to purchase the second of Central Presbyterian Church
session. Group conferences will •
Is
F. Seiller predicted rpck WAS placed on the streets. fire damage during the last year
being
reorganized,
the
VFW
Squad
Rev.
Meets
Murray take place in the afternoon on
truck, and with less than a dozTo Get Fire Truck Prices en
ay that President Tru- The fire department responded was less than in the preceding
fires in the county last year David Schulherr, pastor, an- Team In Benefit Game
agriculture, languages and simiFire
C7hief
Clyde
Kercheyear,"
nounced
presented
Fire Chief Clyde Kera
isit to Kentucky last to two calls and
this week. The first
at which the fire department
Exhigh school football stars lar subjects.
val
requested
was
to
obtain
cheval said this week as the
said double the State's bill of $89.
could have rendered aid, it meeting will be held Sunday and other members
Officers of the FDEA are: W.
of the Vetprices and terms of purtic majority
A petition, presented by Frank Nation observed Fire Prevention
Novemwould be a sound investment at 5:30 o'clock, in the church erans of Foreign Wars will
F. McGary, Barlow, president;
form
chase on several makes of
Sisk, called for improvement of Week.
from every angle, for the city annex. Mr. Schulherr urges all a squad to play the Junior
Var- Ernest Fiser, principal of Barfire trucks at Monday night's
Mr.
Kercheval contributed
declined to estimate a portion of Grace street and
as well as the county,' he said. young people from 12-23 to join sity of Murray State
College in low High School, vice-president,
meeting
the
of
CounCity
comin
decrease
Sunday
street
the
night
the
fire
service
in
of
the
damage
referred
te
to
Mr. Kercheval said a two'lab's Truman-Barkley was
a benefit game at Butler Stad- and Marvin 0. Wrather, Murcil, following a lengthy disthe conscientiousness of the peoin Kentucky but stated mittee.
truck fire department, and a fellowship.
ium, Saturday, Oct. 23, Jim Cat- ray State College, secretary.
cussion
such
the
of
need
of
ple.
"People
aerial
picmake
getting
ere
more
ould be overwhelming,
A proposal to
man on duty 24 hours a day,
lett, VFW representative anadditional equipment to proFarm Bureau Meets
reasonable turnout of tures of Princeton building!, to thoughtful in relation to fire and
complying with the State code,
nounced this week. Scheduled State Medical Group
protection
Tomorrow Night
Princeton
vide
for
tic voters.
be placed on postcards, was re- the tragedy it can bring", he
would decrease insurance rates
Edwin Lamb, president of the for 8:15 o'clock, the game's pro- Honors Dr. K.
lives and
property, and
d reports of 61 of 120 ferred to City Attorney Lisanby. said, "They are beginning to
L Barnes
here greatly. He pointed out
Farm Bureau, has called atten- ceeds will go toward the purpossibly, to extend to resiDr. Kenneth L. Barnes was
The session was attencifd by realize it is carelessness which
nn registration which
how other cities of the same
chase
of
an
oxygen
tent
to be elected a
tion to the Bureau's annual
dents or the county sach
vice president of the
R8,179 more Democrats all councilmen, Mayor Cash pre- causes the majority of fires".
size are operating under such a
meeting, to be held tomorrow placed in the Caldwell county Kentucky State
fire protection as could be
"With a fire truck that is 16
to vote than Republi- siding,
Medical Assofire protection plan, and said
Memorial
Hospital. Admission
night at 8:30 o'clock at Eastgiven if the city had adeyears old, it should be evident
ciation at its 98th annual meettal for the 61 counties
fire insurance rates are much
will be 25 and 75 cents.
side
School.
beauty
A
queen,
facilities.
quate
that our fire department is ining this week in Cincinnati.
lower in those cities than in
7107
Democrats and \At Surgeons Congress
to represent Caldwell county in
He serves with Dr. Murray Rich,
Dr. and Mrs. G. Baker. Hub- adequate", Mr. Kercheval said.
.PPublicans.
Princeton.
Enters
the
Transylvania
District
contest,
will be
'
Covington, and Dr. A. D. Steely,
bard, Jackson, Tenn., will leave He stressed again the need for
"With tvid trucks k would be
There would be no increase in
chosen, Mr. Lamb said.
Katherine Sue Darnell, daugh- Bardstown,
attend the 34th two fire trucks in the city, with possible to serve the county' as the tax
as one of three vice
rate, Mr. Kercheval
Mrs. Paul Lynch and next week to
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ed Darnell, presidents
who will aid Dr. C.
, Laura Lee. visited her clinical congress of the Ameri- at least one man, the driver of well, leaving half the crew in pointed out, as the county would
\'
Miss Katharine Garrett and entered Transylvania College, A.
College of Surgeons, at Los the truck, on duty 24 hours town whenever one truck made be willing to tut:scribe
Vance, president-elect, Lex1111". J. L. Hayes, Hop- can
to the Mrs. Juanita Wilson spent Wed- Lexington, at the
recent opening ington, in the 99th
a day.
Angeles, Calif.
a county run," Mr. Rercheval second truck.
Road, Sunday.
association
nesday in Nashville, Tenn.
of the fall quarter.
meeting at Owensboro, in 1940.
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Resolutions

IMEMIIER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS—The Atieociated Preee in entitled exclusively to the use for republication of all the local news printed In this newspaper. as well as all AP newsdtspatches.
MICIINER KENTUCKY ,PRESS
ASSOCIATION
ALESITHOR NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION

Independent . . . And Inconsistent
The Courier-Journal announced editorially Sunday it will support Truman,
Barkley, Cooper, Morton and Farnsley
. . . and thus maintains its political and
editorial inconsistency.
The Courier-Journal says it is independent, politically; as it has a right to
be. We believe in the tenets of the Democratic party and therefore, while we
exercise our privilege to support the men
of our choice in primaries, we consistently try to aid the Democratic nominees in
general elections, believing they will
render better service to the whole people, if elected, than the Republicans.
We know John Sherman Cooper to be
a splendid gentleman, in every respe'ct; •
also, that his record in the Senate has
been good. But he is a Republican and
will go along with the GOP leaders, in
most instances, as they attempt to return to isolationism and to enact legislation favorable to Big Business and detrimental to the mass of the people. Therefore we are for Chapman, a Democrat of
the old School . . . the one we were

reared in and which we still think is
sound, for a true democracy.
Truman and Barkley should carry
Kentucky and Morton is favored to win
reelection as congressman from the
Third (Louisville) . district. The Chapman-Cooper race is close at this stage,
and because of his sponsorship of the
payroll tax in Louisville and certain
other issues there, Farnsley looks like
a certain loser. So, of the candidates
the C-J picks to support, the one most
likely to be elected is Morton, a Republican.
Of course, the Courier-Journal does
not claim to be Democratic. Yet, President-Editor Barry. Bingham rode the
Truman train from Henderson to Louisville; and he must know that in the event
Mr. Truman is elected he will be hamstrung again unless the Democrats control the Senate.
With Senate control hinging upon
the result of the election in Kentucky
and a few other pivotal states, it appears
inconsisent for the Courier-Journal to
support Truman and Cooper.
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(Written for The Associated Press by
Edwin D. Canham, Editor, The Christian Science Monitor; President,
American Society o f Newspaper
Editors)
Newspapers are not in the habit of
making demands on readers. Our job is
to serve readers.
An so when The Associated Press asked me to do 500 words on "How to read
a newspaper" I was stuck. My first answer was "Why, read it any way you
please. Standing on your head, if you
want to." Because we don't go around
telling readers they should read their
paper with care, or with intelligence, or
between-the-lines (heaven forbid) or
anything like that. Indeed, we think
we leave readers alone.
But do we really? Isn't there a role
readers have to play even more important than plunking down money on the
newsstand? It goes back to the primary
purpose of newspapers.
Newspapers exist not simply to inform, although that is one way to put it.
What is the purpose of the information?
Isn't it in order that readers may be better citizens—more active citizens? Isn't
it in order that they may do their part
in making better communities and helping to attain peace and otherwise helping
mankind along its long and difficult road
out of darkness into light?
What citizens do with the information
they get from newspapers is the vital
thing. It is summarized in the words of
National Newspaper Week's slogan:
"Your Right to Know Is the Key to All
Your Liberties." Newspapers and newspaper men have not struggled and sacrificed for the right to discover and tell
Ihe news, down through the years, just
)1. the sake of making black marks on
t. hite paper.
This struggle of mankind was to make
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Did You Know

Free Press Gives Facts
Article I of the Bill of Rights states
that "Congress shall make no law . . .
abridging freedom of speech or of the
press."
This is the written guarantee of freedom of the printed word in the United
States.
Freedom of the press, a privilege of
democracy, also exacts a responsibility
from the citizens who enjoy it.
We must, as part of our birthright,
think for ourselves about the important
questions of our time. Because we aren't
handed out opinions, cellophane-sealed,
from a political Can't-Be-Wrong on high,
we have to shape our decisions in our
own minds, the hard way. And we are
further committed to base our judgments, not on emotional bias or lazily
parroted generalizations, but on the evidence of complete facts.
Radio, television and the magazines
help in some measure to provide this
type of evidence. But towering above
these media as a common carrier of public information is the press, the tremendous, influential, dynamic force of the
almost 2,000 daily and 10,000 weekly
newspapers published in the United
States today.
Newspaper readers, obviously v a r y.
Some take their papers lightly, as they
would a movie, a detective story, a game.
Skilled and conscientious readers, on the
other hand, read, learn from and evaluate their newspapers to get the most
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out of them,
True, it's very much our own business
which newspapers we read and how we
read them. But we cannot overlook the
need for good newspapers, and above all, " Roberta Dalzell, air lines emfor intelligent reading of good news- ploye at New York, lost her
purse on the big city's streets
papers.
For, like it or not, the world we live last week. She wired home for
in is inescapably our business, too. And, money and got it. The purse
today, as through all history, there are came home to her mother a few
forces in it reading over our shoulders, days .later, from a woman who
quietly welcoming all uninformed, un- had found it. The finder telephoned the airport (identificaquestioning mentalities. Why? All the tion cards gave her Roberta's
"isms" that discount and take over the place of employment) but
individual thrive best when the people wasn't allowed to talk to the
have lost communication with, and even purse's owner . . . so the very
desire for, the whole story—i.e., when honest finder sent, it to the gal's
they've lost the knack of weighing the
facts an thinking for themselves.
Yes, we in America are -free to read
whatever newspapers we prefer, in whatever manner we choose — or to read no
newspapers at all. To keep our freedom
of the press, along with its sister-freedoms, we Americans may have to discipline ourselves to make the most of it.
For largely by skilled and conscientious
use of newspapers, can we arm ourselves
with the truth about the world in which
we live. And it is the truth, plus the unquenchable desire of free men for the
truth, which will fortify the human race
against tyranny and enslavement.

home, address of which was also
in the purse.
*
*
*
It seems apparent President
Truman made a good impression
on Kentuckians when his special train paid a two-day visit to
this State last Thursday and
Friday. Kelsey Cummins went to
Henderson to see and hear the
President and said that , whereas
he has been luke-warm, he now
is right high on Mr. Truman
. . . which apparently, is the
attitude of many Kentuckians.

Wanted: Four life members
for the Kentucky Lake Association. As a director of this organization, your reporter has been
assigned this quota for the rest
of this year. The Kentucky Lake
Association is doing well in publicizing the big take, bringing
many outside dollars into this
area, fostering recreational improvements there, and deserves
this colsupport. Any reader
umn who will take a life membership, at $25, please contact
Pennyriler.
*
*
*
A new Schoolboy Patrol for
Princeton is promised soon, with
the Jaycees as sponsors. This is
a highly worth while project and
the Jaycees are to be congratulated upon this.' public service.
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The Spaniards shipped the first tobacco out of America in 1531.

facts not only known, but operative.
Free speech is a dynamic business. It is
a two-way street, and nothing any newspaper prints is of the slightest value until it is read and enters into the thinking of the reader. Once it is in his thinking, the seed for action has been planted.
And so I say that the first need is to
read a newspaper with awareness. With
awareness of the citizen's role to utilize
the information he is getting. He uses
that information to assess the men and
women to whom he has given political
authority. He uses it to govern many of
his own most important decisions: in
his private and professional affairs. He
uses it in determining his interests, his
recreations, his entertainment. He uses
it to enrich his cultural and spiritual
life. He uses it—or his wife does—to
make better biscuits for breakfast.
If a reader realizes the operative and
useful potential of newspapers, he will
read them far more effectively. He will
take the information he is offered, and
forge it into a weapon of democracy. He
will preserve and purify his libegties
with it.
And so all the .newspaper asks of a
reader is this: Be aware of what you are
getting.
Take this material, which comes to
you every day or twice a day, and with
it strengthen and enlarge your life. Take
it, and make your community something
worthier of your aspirations. Take it,
and act—on an ever-broadening scale—
so that ultimately men will not bring
down on their heads the wars and destructions which this technical age threatens. Take it and use it. That is all your
newspaper has any right to ask.
. For we want you to know that within
the pages of your newspaper, yours for
the taking, is the information which
marks you off from the slave of darkness
and makes you a free man.
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UST the wink of an eye ago
the electricity you're using
was coal—burning fiercely in
a steam boiler several times the
size of your living room. The
live steam that coal prodUced
was used to generate the electricity you re using now. Hundreds of business-managed
electric companies throughout
the United States generate electricity from coal because, over
the years, they've found coalburning plants their most economical and satisfactory method
of generating power,
During June this year these
electric corn parties used 7,828,602
tons of coal. That's a month's

j

production for 56,750 miners.
Nearly every railroad division
in the country felt the impact of
the 1,950 eighty-car trains it
took to deliver that tonnage.
Where does K.U. fit into that
picture? The 402,000 tons of
Kentucky coal we used during
the last year kept nearly 3,000
Kentucky miners busy for an
entire month. It took 105 coal
trains, manned by Kentucky
railroaders, to haul K.U.'s coal.
And our consumption is going
up. In July, 1948, we used
26,853 tons more than in July,
1947. By the time our new
Green River plant is in operation K.U.expects to use 600,000

KENTUCKY

UTILITIES

tons annually.The result will be
even more work for more Kentuckians.
Yes, electricity—the lifeblood
of modern living—is produced
from coal. Kentucky s most valuable natural resource.
Electricity is a bargain too,
the finest bargain in your family s budget. It does so much
. . . . it costs so little

ELECTRICITY/SI
DEPENDANE
AND CHEAP

COMPANY

The Service You Take For Granted
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attending Annapolis and West
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tend Wesleyan College and be tit's
car, for Louisville to attend
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possibly in your home. A FREE
the State Fair.
PERMINDE INSPBCTION will
September 24, 1918. Mrs. R.
October 1, 1918. The Senior give you accurate information
D. Garrett and daugItter, Miss
Class has organized with Gerard on the erbent of termite damKatharine, Mrs. Ben Kaufman
vy-weight Sheep & Cattle Fence 35-Inch
Kevil as president, Viva Hob- age in your property. Don't deand daughter, Miss Rose Mary, good,
vice-president and Char- lay, can today!
left this morning for Nashville, line
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Eldred, secretary. The class
where Misses Garrett and KaufPhone 517-.1
roll is as follows: Grace Pepper,
man will enter Ward-Belmont
Aothorired Itrimesentateto 01/
Mary Eliza Dudley, Pame ia
school. After a few days' visit
Ohio Valley Tcrosittic Coto.
Gordon, Ida Lou and Clara
5 19
in Nashville, Mrs. Kaufman will
Crayne, Lillie
Mai Stallies,
return home and Mrs. Garrett Johnnie
As Attwortformi Iss"Ibe P.
Hiolowell, Glayds Pol
will go to Rawlings, Wyoming,
lard, Ursie Carroll, William
where she will visit her sister,
Blades, Tommie Stallins and
Mrs. J. E. Osborne.
Garnett Smith.

Ky. Farm News
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September 6, 1918. Mrs. John
T. Young, of Tishomingo. Okla.,
after a month's visit to relatives
in the city, went to Louisville
last Friday to visit her siste-,
Mrs. George Dyer.
September 6, 1918. Miss Clara
Mai Smith left for Thomasville,

FIRE PREVENTION WEEK!
October 3-9
DANGER!

ANGER!
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DANGER!

RE caused the death of 336 persons and the loss of $17,000,000 in property in Kentucky between January 1947 and June 1948. Estimated fire
losses in the United States for the year ended July 31 were $711,437,000, the highest in the nation's history.
RE prevention is everybody's job. At home,at work,at play:
N'T toss away your match or cigarette before it is out.
NI look for a gas leak with a match.
N'T put ashes in paper or wooden receptacles.
N'T clean clothes with flammable liquids. (Gasoline vapors travel and
are dangerous).
N'T use kerosene to start a fire.
N'T leave your iron connected when you answer the telephone.
N'T keep oily mops or rags in closets.
N'T keep matches where children can reach them.
N'T put pennies in your fuses. (If fuses are. not 15 amperes—hexagon-they are probably unsafe)
N'T run if your clothes take fire. Smother the flame by rolling on the
floor or ground.
N'T, Don't, Don't smoke in bed.
This Ad Sponsored by the Following Local Insurange Agents:

RK CUNNINGHAM. AGT.

HUNTINg ,
1 42.1*
HUMAN
MY!

SABO
Wendell COI=

AP'

OCTOBER 19 - 20

THE MOST EXCITING PARADE of
Music, Glamour cod Mirth ever sten!

Judy GARLAND • Fred ASTAIRE
Petei• LAWFORD
Ann MILLER

October 15, 1918. A card from
Sumner Dudley to his rnothe:
states that he has arrived "over
there" and we predict that if
given a half chance he'll get
some Huns, if not the Kaiser.
October 29, 1918. W. J. Clayton and his little son, Gordon,
of ,Lewistown, were in the city
and attended a meeting of the
Democratic Campaign Committee last Saturday.

Antssi• mum

COMING to CAPITOL

SATURDAY, OCT. 9

He's the Law in a Lawless Land!

Workstock Cheap
Prices of horses and mules in
Trigg county are on the downward trend, according to Farm
Agent Keith S. Venable. In a
sale by H. H. Gray, horse
breeder, 13 head of stock were
sold for $295. Included were six
young mules, two 10-year old
mares, 4 jennies and one jackcolt.

Added Attractions!
COLOR CARTOON
"SUMMER'S GONE"

CHAPTER 10
"THE VIGILANTE"

TUES. & WED.
OCT. 10 - 11

Save 25% On Your
Heating Bill!
Get A Genuine
FUEL OIL HEATER

OCT. 12 - 13

THE ST(41
OF A
GUY
WOMEN
GO FOR!

o

THEIR MARRIAGE 1
WAS LIKE A TOBOGGAN!

JOHN

GARFIELD
ULU

PALMER
ad introductrit

Hazel BROOKS

Heat the entire home with this
beautifully designed forced air
heater.

BALL

TONE
V4

See them at your supplier o
good home furnishings today . . ..

illsolyancto
golio
ill Ulu 411111,

Added Treats!
COLOR CARTOON
SolI NT
G SEAR"
7
PH
AE
RAn
M
NEWS

Maim.

ODWAND IVIRM 11011T001

Added Units!
Exciting New Issue
THE MARCH OF TIME
SPORTS NOVELTY

THUR. & FRI., OCT. 14 -15
James Street's Tempestuous Novel
In Color by Technicolor!

JOHN E. YOUNG INS. AGENCY

C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY

Starring

VAN HEFLIN -

SUSAN HAYWARD

odober 7, 1

Thursda , October
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Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Baker,
Mrs. Carrie Ordway and Mr.
Louis Baler attended the Twin
States Baseball play off at
Brookport, Ill., Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brooks arc
spending a few days this week
at Mammoth Cave.
Mrs. Lee Burklow has returned home after spenging several
days as guest of he son, Marshall, and Mrs. Rushing in
Evansville.
Miss Ida Belle Turley, Evansville, spent the week-end with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Turley.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Rice
night dinner
were Tuesday
guests of Dr. and Mrs. J. 0.
Nall.
Norman Lee Faught, Bowling
Green, spen, the week-end with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Adrain

Faught.
Mrs. Geoi ge Johnson, Paduc•ah, spent a few days this week
With her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. T. Henson. Mr. Johnson has
been transferred from Paducah
to Louisville, and Mrs. Johnson
will join him there to make their
home.
Mr. Allen Fuller, Bowling
Green, spent Saturday as guest
of his mother, Mrs. Ambie Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Carner and sons, Phillip and John
H., Morgailfield, were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arlie
Vinson, Sunday. Phillip -is a
student at Western State Teachers College, Bowling Green.
Mrs. Sarah Cruce and Miss
Mary Jean Cruce, Crayne, were
week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs
Reed Brown and Miss Doris

Mind Stock
%V ANTED
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 898

tOWIR PR/C13
0#

RS
CROWN
D-AZIPPE
I
t,the new Double-Acting zipper!
Can't "lock open". Smooth, flexible. Matched
in color and number to the famous 3. & P. Coats
and Clark's O.N.T. threads.

Neck and Skirt Openings, 7"
Dress Plackets 9-in.

230
290

Blanket Time

•- How thin sandstone land can
be built up with fertilizer to
make good pasture was demonstrated on a farm in Crittenden county. Farm Agent Oakley M. Shelby tells of a check
up on three 10-acre pastures at
the close of a 20-year period.
In 1928, the same seeding mixture was used in each of three
fields which have since remained in pasture. One field received no special treatment, the
second field received rock phosphate, and the third field,
limestone and superphosphate. A
careful record shows that the
average yearly gain of steers
grazing on the first field was
only 480 pounds live weight;
from the second field where rock
phosphate was applied, 1,619
pounds, 5nd from the third field
where limestone and superused, 1,621
phosphate were
pounds.
The seeding mixture an acre
used on all the fields consisted
of orchard great, 6 pounds; red top, 2-3 pound; Canada bluegrass, 2 pounds; Kentucky bluagrass, 2 pounds; white clover, 1
pound; sweet clover, 2 pounds;
common lespedeza, 1 2-3 pounds.
and Korean lespecleza, 1 2-3
pounds.
Although it is offically Kearney, Neb., the town is said ti
have been named after Gen.
Stephen Watts Kearny.
Brown.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and .Miss Dora
Young spent several days last
week with Mrs. James Greenfield and family in Princeton.
Rev. Donald Deane, pastor of
the First Presbyterian church,
was the dinner guest of Mrs.
Annie D. McElroy and Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Williams Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Crider,
Mrs Lawrence Wilson and Mrs.
Carrie Hodges, Princeton, attended Communion services at
the First Presbyterian church
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Baker
attended a banquet given by the
1Smithland baseball team for the
team and their guests.
Mrs. Harold Cadek, Chattanooga, Tenn., was a recent visitor of her mother, Mrs. Grace
Loyd.
Mrs. Belle Lowry, who was
quite ill last week, is reported
to be much improved.
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Moore Sunday were Mr.
and Mrs. L. W. Jennings, Frankfort, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Granstaff, and Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Bucklew and sons, Donnie and
Steve, Princeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Tosh and
daughter, Oma, attended the
singing convention at Sturgis,
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Blackburn,
Mr. and Mrs. F. M. Blackbuen
and Mr. Tom Moss, all of Mt.
Carmel, Ill., were Sunday afternoon visitors of Mr. and Mrs. C.
W. Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paris, the
Rev. and Mrs. Ray Wigginton
and son, David; Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Bugg and sons were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Litchfield. Sunday.
Mrs. Lee Burklow and Mrs.
Coy Moore received news last
week of the critical illness of
their daug4ter and sister, Mrs.
Mildred Brown, of California.
A later report is that her condition is much better and hope is
held for her recovery.

Highest Market Prices
paid for corn

Modern Truck Hoist for UnlOgdin

or see Brad Lacy in Princeton

BROTHER SLAW OVER COMIC BOOK—Little Samuel Nail, 6,
clings to his mother's skirt knowing only he has done something
wrong. Coroner Charles Allen of New Castle, Pa., said Samuel
shot and killed his brother, George, 10, because George was going
to give away a comic book the younger boy had not yet seen. (AP
Wirephoto).

Homemakers News

Austerity Brings
Out British Art

London — AP — Owners of
many of Britain's finest art collections are lending their pictures td public galleries throughout the country to escape increasing maintenance cost S.
Some of the collections contain
masterpieces never before seen
by the public.
One of the reasons for this
new trend is that owners, unable to face increasing maintenance charges for their mansions, have moved to smaller
quarters where suitable hanging space is not available. Ocers have found that fuel allocations are too small to provide a
correct 'temperature for the picBethany
tures. Rather than store them
Bethany Homemakers met at and
risk deterioration, they
the home of Mrs. Leo Coleman prefer to have them properly
September 24. Following the rehung in the galleries.
business session, the major lesson was given by Mrs. Leo
Coleman, clothing leader. Style Touchdown Story
University, Miss. — AP —
trends and importance of buying
clothes to suit the person we:e Through 15 seasons of Southeastern Conference grid combat.
stressed.
Mrs. Champ Oates was rec- the University of Mississippi
scoring
leads in furnishing
reation leader.
Members present were Mes- leaders with Ray Hapes (74
dames Champ Oates, Clareoce points), 1935; Parker Hall (72),
Nichols, Elmer Jenkins, Willis 19'38: Merle Hapes (72), 1940,
Traylor and Leo Coleman. Visi- and Charley Conerly (54), last
tors were Mrs. Myrtle Angel, year's top hand, setting the pace.

Quinn

The Quinn Homemakers club
met at the home of Miss Alta
Towery Monday, Sept. 26 at
1:30 o'clock. After the business
session Mrs. Marlin Sigler, clothing leader, gave the lesson on
"Style Trends."
Present were: Mrs. Roosey
Roberts, Mrs. Will Sigler, Mrs.
E. C. Buster, Mrs. Roy Traylor,
Mrs. Clyde Coleman, Mrs. J. R.
Villines, Mrs. Marlin Sigler,
Miss Alta Towery, and Miss
Wilma Vandiver.
The next meeting will be with
Mrs. Clyde Coleman, Oct. 25.

Leroy Angel, Billy Nichols and
Wilma Vandiver. -

Fillets of flounder are extra
chisp when dipped in cornmeal
before frying. Serve them with
Hopkinsville Road
mashed potatoes dusted with
The Hopkinsville Road Home- paprika, green peas, and apple
makers met with Mrs. J. F or peach chutney.
Graham, Friday, Sept. 24, in the
first meeting of the 1948-49 sea- two visitors present.
Mrs. Percy Piercy, clothing
son.
Reports on goals set up for leader, gave the lesson on "Style
citizenship, membership, read- Trends." She told the members
ing and publicity chairmen were that the 1948 fall fashion picture
presented to the group. These is an encouraging one from the
are the goals presented to every standpoint of attractiveness in
Homemaker's Club all over the design. She stated, "No woman
today wants to buy a dress or a
country.
The major project for the suit that will be outmoded th
month, 'Style Trends", was giv- following season."
Members present were Mrs.
en by Mrs. H. A. Goodwin.
C. 0. Wood, Mrs. John Dunn
Mrs. Rudolph Morris, Mrs. D. D
Cobb
The Cobb Homemakers Club Rogers, Mrs. Percy Pierry a
met at the home of Mrs. Earl Mrs. Earl Wood. Visitors were
Wood Tuesday, Sept. 28, at 2 Misses Wilma Vandiver and Ann
o'clock, with six members and Morris.

Come in now if your old one is getting weak, we have a written
guarantee with every battery. Bring your old one with you it
is valuable.

"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

We have those Luxurious U. S. Royal Air-Ride tires. Try a set today.

Phone 559

211 North Harrison St.
J. T. ROBINSON, Owner.

rKto

KUTTAWA GRAIN C

Lewistown 4-H Club
Studies Money Projects
members were
Twenty-one
present at the first meeting of
the Lewistown 4-H club October 1,
Jackie Carter, club presid
led the group in the pledge to
the flag and the 4-H pledge.
The following program was
given: "What Was the First
Money Like?" by Arthur R.
Sharp; "Uses for Money", Jimmie Lee Stallings; "Using Pa-

FOR SALE!
125 Acre Farm

$6,000
Permanent improvements, gray
road, located near Crider, Ky.

RUGS and CARPETS

Also 3 small dwellings in
Princeton, Ky.

•
NEW FALL PATTERNS
IN STOCK FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
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NOTICE!

We hay
SEE OURS

TAX
PAYERS
TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
AUG. 2, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS
It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to
appear at the Tax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by the following law, according to the Kentucky Statute,Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or
having any interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear before the Tax Commissioner beginning August 2and have same listed."

We drain, repair and refill your
tractor tires with anti-freeze.

PRINCETON TIRE & RECAPPING CO.
41 1•Oreirilt•IIF
.

A

Kutta

Phone 2302

90" x 12".. $6.95
Fancy High Color Indian
Blankets 70-in. x 80-in. $2.95
Be Ready To Go In Mud OrSnow
PLAID BLANKETS RECAP THAT SMOOTH TIRE NOW
70-in. x 80-in. 5% Wool Doubles
BATTERIES ARE GOING UP
REGULAR HIGHWAY TREAD or
$3.95 Pair
Pink or Blue
HEAVY MUD AND SNOW TREAD
$1.98 Each
Singles

F

Support Pric
ts Higher
Last Year

See or Call Us Before Selling

Get Set For
Winter

NKEL'S
AIR STORE

per as Money"; William Thomas; Checks", Barbara Bolloni
-"What Money Does", Hubeline
can
Dogs
and
hear sounds
Sharp
Mr. Herman Cox is vieltlng Ilollornan, Weldon
and about 35,000 vibrations a
Eddy Noel; "flanks
his family.
_
Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. Beshears
attended church at lsley Friday
night.
Mrs. Ethel Nichols was in
town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. from Taylor
were In our communitY Saturday.
Mrs. Erma Stallins, of. Hopkinsville, called on Mrs. Ida
Franklin Wednesday.
Mrs. Hester Powell and Mrs.
Ida Franklin visited Mrs. Anna
Rollins 'Monday.
Miss Lola Veal and Mrs. Mettie Morris were in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hennas Hopper
were in town Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Hamp Franklin were in Fredonia Sunday.
Mr. Jiin Capps called on his
adh, Oather, Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Franklin
-visited Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Moore Sunday.
Mr. Monroe Powell called on
his family Saturday.
Mrs. Hester Powell and Mrs.
Josie Walker vied Mrs. Mory
Walker Sunday.
Geo. Robt. and Leon Powell,
Billie and Donnie Nichols attended the show in Princeton SunKuttawa, Ky.
day.

Dawson Road

Fertilizer, Grass
Improve Thin Land

Fredonia News

7,

-- --

MRS. S. J. LARKINS
Tax Commissioner Caldwell County
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Support Price ..Pickles
IS.Higher
Last Year

Pa e Five

Help Out
Two Counties

Vary In Counties

• Transportation
To Cost U. S.

000,000
— Agriculture. Dethis
,ffictals said
the government might
take over a "consider(of an estimated 600,eels of corn expected
4t over from this year's

s, grovel
er, Ky.
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Pickle
production pro vu
profitable for farmers in Gray
son and Ohio counties this year
Farm Agent R. T. Faulkner re
ported that 400 acres in
Grayson county
produced
67,200
bushels, bringing a cash Income
to farmers of $109,500. George
Embry of Caneyville made $1,467, the highest income ever
made in the county from one'
acre of pickles. Laborers in the
county made a total of $26,500
on the crop.
In Ohio county growers marketed 24,126 bushels which sold
for $34,518. R. D. Ridley, county agent, stated that wto or
three farmers sold more than
$1,500 worth from acre-plots.

crop.
partment officially &tits corn-price-support
by pegging corn prices starts to flow to market in vola bushel at the farmer's ume later this fall.
cents higher than last
To offset this, in part, Agriculture Department officials are
t support prices w ill considering a program for exrn county to county to porting 140,000,000 bushels of
different transportation corn to Europe to rebuild livestock herds badly depleted by
unure officials said there the war. Even if approved, it
would be about 600,- would be difficult to hit such a
bushels of corn left over target.
year's crop after all
The Department of Agricul. ,c1 and feed needs ture is required by law to supexports are under port corn prices at 90 percent
.shels, the total may of the parity price of Septemthey said.
ber 15.
:Leans the government
The department announced it
may have to put up had earmarked 19,000,000 bushas $600,000,000 this year els of corn for export in the Ocrt corn prices. How much tober-December quarter. This is
if any, would represent far short of a rate which would
ash losses to the Treas- add up to 140,000,000 bushels
Id depend on future for the year.
The Agriculture Department
crop is estimated at reported that farm prices de3,528,815,000 bushels, or clined 1 percent between midhalf again as large as August and mid-September.
r's disappointingly small
September 15 the index of
1,400,952,000 bushels.
prices received by farmers stood
prices for the most part at 290 percent of the 1909-14
ported through a loan average. This compared with 286
under which the gov- percent a year ago and a record
will lend the farmer of 307 percent in January of
bushel. If prices remain this year.
the support 1 e v e 1, the
During the month ended wtih
his corn and re- mid-September, prices of most
. vernment, plus in- grains, most meat animals, butprices drop, the farm- terfat, and cottonseed continued
,he government have the declines of a month earlier.
But most of the declines were
,s• were getting an aver- relatively small and were partiabout $1.78 a bushel for ally offset by modest increases in
I:her 15. But prices some other commodities.
-i to drop as much
Prices of grains are below a
ants a bushel below year ago, as are both cotton and
is when the crop cotton seed, soya beans, flax

0 4
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New Deans Assume Duties are made froui.a pound of
ially -treated rubber.
At Murray State College

State Agency Urges
Care As Prevention
Week Opens
Ninety one percent of all forest fires are caused by man, the
Kentucky Division of Forestry,
Department
of Conservation,
pointed out this week, on the
opening of national observance
of Fire Prevention Week.,
Forest fires destroy wages for
workers and taxes for roads,
schools and hospitals, the Forestry Division said. Furthermore,
it added, the land is denuded of
its natural sponge to hold back
vital top soil and water supplies.
As observance of the week
opened, tourists and city-bred
persons were reminded that
most forest fires are caused by
careless smokers. Every ,ime
there is an increase in the number of people visiting forests,
EVICTED FROM HOUSE THEY BUILT—E. H. Williams (left) the number of fires automaticalpours his wife a drink of water into an old fruit jar' while her ly mounts, observers pointed
brothM, L. H. Anderson (right) watches, as the trio, all over 80, out.
Although the most dangerous
sit on mattresses in front of home in Dallas,- Tex., from whit.h
period still lies ahead, a disthey were evicted by the couple's daughter. Williams and Anderson, carpenters before retiring, built the house 24 years ago. The trict consisting of four New
family was evicted by Williams' oldest daughter, Mrs. Clyde C. York counties reported 98 forest
fires between January and AuWoods and husband, of Irving, Tex. (AP Wirephoto)
gust of this year, with '28 of
them traced directly to careless
Survey Locates At UK
smokers.
A regional field office of the
The Division of Forestry calls
U. S. Geological Survey is befor better appreciation of the
ing established at the University
Nation's timber resources, and
of Kentucky for the purpose of
asks that more care be taken by
visitors and workers in the
studying coal reserves and dewooded areas, to do their bit in
termining the availability of
Veterans who fail to keep
ke-ping Kentucky green.
other possible fesources in the their
beneficiary designations
state. The program is being up-to-date are, in most instan- of the Pewee Homemakers Club
bought it last spring. After
started in Leslie county and is
ces, missing the true intent of
cleaning it, she made it into a
expected to be extended to other
their GI insurance, VA insur- suit for
herself. On display at
counties of the coal belt later.
ance officials at the Columbus the Oldham County Fair, it
seed, sweet potatoes, dry edible (0.) Branch Office declared to- aroused considerable interest.
beans, grapefruit, butterfat, and day.
Another example of thrift
Many GI policies still list orig- and artistic ability was seen in
eggs.
In contrast, prices of all meat inal beneficiary designations, al- a hooked rug made by Mrs.
animals, chickens, turkeys, wool, though the veteran's dependent Lee J. Brown, 76 years old. She
oranges, ,apples, tobacco, dry status has since changed, VA designed her rug pattern and
peas, potatoes, peanuts, and hay said, thereby denying insurance selected the colors to be used
protection to those for whom it in it
are higher than a year ago.
Prices paid by farmers , for was intended. In addition, many
things they buy also declined veterans fail to list contingent
slightly. The index of prices beneficiaries or change the dehelp for Backache.
paid was 250 percent of the signation where the original ben- Per quick comforting
Rheumatic Pains,(letting Up Nights, strong
1909-14 average compared with eficiary is now deceased.
cloudy Urine. Irsitating passages. Leg Pains,
under eye!, and swollen ankles. due
Former restrictions as to the circles
251 a month earlier, 238 a year
to non-organic and non-systemic Kliney and
ago, and a record of .251 set in naming of beneficiaries nave Bladder troubles, try Cyst... Quick. complete
or money back guaranteed. Ask
long since been removed, VA satisfaction
August.
your druggist for Cystitis today.
officials added, thus affording
veterans the widest latitude in
their choice. All that is necessary to bring beneficiary designations up-to-date is a visit to
the nearest VA office or a letter
ouhRwrEED
BUY NO
to the Branch Office Insurance
Service over the insured's signa..sar -sai:
ture.
Veterans assigned,"C"
(claims) numbers by Veterans
Administration are urged , to
memorize them or at least keep
them available for ready reference when they write or call VA
about their benefits.
Use of "C" numbers speeds up
service to veterans, VA said.
A number is issued to each
veteran applying for compensation, pension, schooling, on-thejob training or other VA-administered benefits. The number,
appearing on his case folder,
will identify him in VA records
the rest of his life, and May be
used by dependents after his
death.
"C" numbers often are the
only means by which VA can
distinguish one veteran from
another. With some 24,000,000
veterans names in VA's files,
many names are duplicated
thousands of times over.

ACKACHE

SUCCEEDS MONTGOMERY
Li. Gen. G. W. R. Templer,
(above), 50, deputy chief of
staff and Great Britain's first
military governor in • Germany, has been mentioned as
a possible successor to Field
Marshal Viscount Montgomery as chief of British Imperial
Staff. Montgomery was approved (Sept. 30) by the
British cabinet as head of a
joint armed force of the fivepower Birussels Alliance. (AP
Wirephoto)

BUILD UP
**- gl
:"4
au* ;YOUR SOIL
PHOS HATE
You can build the organic matter and nitrogen as tell as the
phosphorus of your soil . . .
by applying FOUR - LEAF
Powdered Rock Phosphate and
growing a legume in your rotation. Legumes feed hungrily on powdered rock phosphate, grow luxuriantly,. leave
roots and residues rich in nitrogen from the free air! Phosphated legumes and following
crops grow increased residues
to build the organic matter of
the soil—make it easier to
work and increase its water
holding capacity. This is the
effective, inexpensive way to
bigger crops and richer pastures.
Write to . .
Thompson Phosphate Co.
407 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago 5, Ill.

Oh igarrd and Dorothy Brown are the new deans of
men and women, respectively,
at Murray State College, it was
announced this week.
As-clean of men, Prof. Snydergarrd will be responsible for the
all-important
discipline
and
housing of men students. He
joined the 'faculty at Murray
State in 1946, and holds degrees
from Westminster College i n
Fulton, Mo., a n d Washington
University, St. Louis, Mo.
Prior to joining the faculty
at Murray State, Miss Brown
taught English at Florida State
University Where she was also
assistant to the dean. She received her,B. A. and M. A. degrees from the University of
Alabama.

For You To Feel Well
24 hours every day, '1 days every
week. never stopping, the kidisey• filter
waste matter from this blood.
If more people were aware of how tbe
kidneys must constantly remove surplus fluid, excess acids and other waste
matter that cannot stay in the blo
without injury to health, there would
be better understanding of why the
whole tureens is upset when kidneys fall
to function properly.
Burning,scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
is wrong. You may nifTer sagging backache, headaches, dizziness, rheumatic
pain., getting up at night., .welling.
Why (cot try Doan'. Palm? You will
be using • medicine recommended the
country over. Does's stimulate the function of rite kidney. and deb them to
flush out poisonous wa.td from the
blood Tht.y ronteOn
bine harmful.
confidence.

Seven hundred pencil erasers

BE SECURE
Put All Your Debts In One Basket
"Don't put all your eggs in one basket" the old
saying goes. That's good advice on farm income. The more different sources of income you
have, the better off you'll be.
But DEBT is different. The more you scatter your
debt the more you multiply your troubles. Experience proves it's best to CONCENTRATE your
debts ... put them all in one basket.
Avoid having scattered debts. Save money by
consolidating ALL your debts in a 4% FEDERAI
LAND BANK loan. Protect yourself with low interest for years ahead. Be secure with a long
term loan

THREE RIVERS NAT'L. FARM
LOAN ASS'N.
Phone 30

J. D. Alexander, Sec'y-Treas.
Princeton, Kentucky

SEE OUR STOCK — WE SELL OUTRIGHT OR TRADE

RANDOLPH MOTORS

Gives New Look To

Old Parisian Suit

FORD
SALES

SERVICE

24 Hour Wrecker Service
e

yers to

TO'

w, cc.
32.220:
ming or
in Cold'

A lady's suit with the new
fall look, made from one bought
in Paris, France, prior to 1890,
shows the thrift of Oldham
County Homemakers who know
how to turn out profession,
,1
looking garments at home. Recognizing the quality of a blue
broadcloth suit to be sold at
auction, Mrs. Charles Patrick

ET THAT ROOF READY FOR WINTER!

Ou can dish yourself up a full pory
tion of the zip and go that make
today's Buick engine the leader of the

URE ASPHALT ROOF COATING

.75 per gal

LASTIC ROOF CEMENT

.15 per lb.

LUMIN1ZED ROOF COATING

2.85 per gal

LUMINUM PAINT

4.95 per gal

listed."

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store

No Waiting for This
Brand-New Fireball Engine.
Get This Thrill Todayl

parade.
You can thrill again to the surge of
brand-new Fireball power under the
bonnet of your prewar Buick. And you
can get action—and action now.
In from one to two working days, we
can take the weary engine out of your
faithful 1937 or later model Buick—re-

place it with a sparkling new 1948 Fireball engine fresh from the factory.
It's a complete power package. You
get all the items listed in the panel—
everything new from carburetor to
clutch, valves to oil pan. You get every
design and construction feature that
puts today's Buick engine out in front.
Best of all---your engine is waiting for
you in our shop right now—because engine output has outstripped new-car
production at the factory.
The cost—varying a bit from model to
model--is low enough to make this
power package a prize bargain. So why
delay any longer the thrill of owning and
driving a 1948-powered car? Come in
today to see how simple the whole
thing is.

You get all this—
ALL NEW!
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW
NEW

Cylinder Block
Crankshaft and Bearings
Connecting Rods
Pistons, Pi. and Rings
Push Rods and Tappets
Oil Pump
Oil Screens
Oil Pan
Th•rrnostat and Housing
Carburetor
Al, Cleaner
Mond old•
Water Pump
Camshaft
Timing Chain and Sprockets
Cylind•r Head
Valves and Springs
Rocker-Arm Assembly
Flywheel Housing
Flywheel
Clutch
ISalancer
Fool Pump
Distributor
Spark Plugs
Spark Plug Wires

BUICK CARE
KEEPS WICKS BEST
PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
Dawson Road

spec-

Princeton, Ky.
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Two Groups Added
To Farm Classes
Activities Include Union
County Visit To Witness
Conservation Caravan
Two new groups of veterans
were enroled in institutional on
farm training in Caldwell county during September.
Instructors for the new groups
are Robert Hawkins, of Caldwell
county, and Roy Anderson, Jr.,
,,f Lyon county. Both recently
completed training in agriculture and agricultural education
qualifying them. The other two
groups were enroled September
1, 1946, and January L. 1947,
with Charles Hubbard and Wood
Holloway as instructors.
Institutional on farm training
is being given veterans in Caldwell county by the Vocational

Goes To Washington

Political Posters
On Roads Banned

Miss Josephine Creekmur left
Sunday for Washington, D. C.,
where tic_has accepted a secre,
lariat position with the aeronautics department of the Navy. She
has been an office employe of
the Princeton Cream and Butter Co., the last several years.

Withers Orders Highway
Employes To Remove
Such Advertising
Frankfurt --- Highway Commissioner Garrett L. Withers has
issued" a second warning against
erection of political posters on
highway rights-of-way, with a
directive to district engineers
ordering removal of any sucin
posters.
"You are to instruet all forcmen to see that no candidate
cards or posters are placed on
highway -property or on rightsof-way in your distriets,7 Commissioner Withers told the engineers. "Any posters or cards
so placed you shall order your
employes to remove."
In an earlier warning against
political signs on the highways
the commissioner said he had
received a number of complaints
regarding campaign cards and
other advertising posters erection of which is illegal on'highway rights-of-way.

Agriculture Department of Fredonia High School, under supervision of Herman Brenda.
All groups attended, the September meeting in the county
by Ray Hopper, extension beef
specialist. Group B had a field
meeting September 22, on estimating timber with Ralph Nelson, extension forester. The four
classes will go to Union county
Oct. 13, for the field day being
conducted by the Conservation
Caravan.
Group B September activities
include: seedings, 87 acres cover
crop, six acres of which was

IT COST NO MORE TO BUY
SOUND AND SAFE INSURANCE
"For 40 Years We Have
Stayed And Paid"...
....In many fields the best usually cost more money.
insurance you actually pay no more and often less when you
entrust your insurance problems to a thoroughly experienced
agent. By means of scientific study of your needs you are
provided with all of the contracts necessary for thorough
protection. Overiappling and unnecessary policies are eliminated. The services of C. A. Woodall are available to you as
your insurance manager. You then put the experience of
40 years to work for your insurance needs.

C. A. WOODALL
Insurance and Real Estate
Main St.

Phone 54

Call Us For Prompt, Safe
LONG-DISTANCE
MOVING SERVICE
Aothorizad Agent For

Clipper-ge-Se€4,gre.
ARNOLD LIGON TRUCK LINE
• Contact
JAMES D. MASHBURN

Phone 893

Princeton, Ky.

HOW NORTHWESTERN DEFENDERS IIEMMED IN PURDUE—Here is an example of how Northwestern kept Purdue ball carriers bottled up all day (Oct. 2) at Evanston, Ill., and kept the favorites scorless while winning 21-0 in a Western Conference upset. Beak Harry Szulborski
(27) of Purdue cuts wide on an end run (broken line) but is hemmed in by Northwestern's defenders, End
Paul Pokrifcak, Tackle Steven Sawle,. and Fullback George Sunheim. Back Norry Adams of
Purdue blocks out (bar line) Pokrifcak, but Saw le and Sundheim cut Over (open lines) to make
tackle (X) on Northwestern 26 yard line. (AP Wirephoto).
sowed in standing corn and 8
Post No. 790 of the Americsn
acres on lespedeza sod; 43 acres
Legion.
alfalfa: 46 acres Ky. 31 Fescue
Interment was at Oak Woods
Cemetery, Chicago. Friends and
and Ladino clover for pasture; Milton Gabriel Tudor
Milton
Gabriel Tudor, 81, fellow Railway emplcycs served
42 acres Ladino clover for seed;
5 acres Forkedeer oats (a new died at his home, 314 Cadiz St., as pallbearers.
Mr. Hart is survived by h's
at 10 o'clock Saturday night,
variety in the county).
Oct. 2. Son of the late John widow, Mrs. Rose Hart, two
Livestock secured by group B Tudor
and Lucindia Loveing, he daughters, Mrs. Grace Hammer
include: 33 head of feeder catbecame ill September 30, and and Mrs. Mildred Lapp; his motle; 22 dairy cows and heifers,
ther, Mrs. Tennie Hart; a sister,
died two days later.
5 of which were purebred; 136
Most of Mr. Tudor's early life Mrs. Robbie Adams, Caldwell
wes, 11 purbred; 6 purebred
was spent as a farmer. Later he county; one brother, Hugh Hart,
sires.
operated a saw mill, a molasses Caldwell County, and scveral
mill and a blaett sifflth shop. In nieces and nephews of both
1943, he was physically unable Caldwell county and Chicaqc
Leader Congratulates
Relatives from this county atMr. and Mrs. Thomas L. Dear- to carry on his farm work, and
ing, Dawson Springs, Route 3, on moved to Princeton, where he tending the funeral were: Mrs.
the birth of a daughter, Felicia set up a small black smith shop Tennie Hart, Mr. Hug}, Hart;
Mrs. Robbie Adams and Fad L.
at his home.
Walker, September 27.
Mr. Tudor was a member pt Adams.
'
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Denny J. Mc- the General Baptist Church,
Connell, E. Market street, on the 13riarfield. He is survived by his 250 Cancer Grants Made
One hundred universities, hosbirth of a daughter at Prince- widow, whom he married in
ton Hospital, October 5. Mrs. 1893; four sons, Dewey H. Tu pitals and laboratories have reMcConnell is the former Chris- dor, Elmer Tudor, and Kelsie 0. ceived more than 2KI grants for
Tudor, of Caldwell county, and cancer research from the Amertine Martini
Rossie T. Tudor, Madisonville; ican Carver Society.
three
daughters, Mrs. Eddie
Six Carloads Of Dried •
Everybody reads The leader!
Crowder, Miss Zennie L. Tudor
Eggs For School Lunches ..
and
Mrs.
Milton
Walker,
all
of
Frankfort — AP -- Donation
of six carloads of dried eggs to Caldwell county; one daughter,
Kentucky's school lunch rooms Lillie May, preceded him in,
by the Federal Department of 1911; one sister, Mrs. Susie
Agriculture was announced to- Kemp, Chicago, Ill., and one
day
by Watson
Armstrong, brother, John Tudor, Caldwell
CALL 31
state director of vocational edu- county; four grandchildren, four
MARK CUNNINGHAM, At
great
grandchildren;'had
several
cation.
Complete Insurance Service
nieces and nephews.
•
111 W. Market St.
Funeral services were conOn U. S. Destroyer
Morgan's
ducted
funeral
at
Vernell U.
Hunter, boatswain's mate, third class, USNR, Home by the Rev. Rupert Utley,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Hun- Madisonville, at 1:30 o'clock.
ter, Route 2, has sailed from Monday.
Interment was in Shady Grovel
New Orleans aboard the Destroyer Waldron for a two- Cemetery. pall-bearers wer
weeks training cruise in Cen- Iley MeGough, Charlie Camp-1
bell, Buck Morse, Tom Murphy,
tral American waters.
Frank Bridges and Bill Baton.

Deaths - Funerals

FIRE
INSURANCE

To save frosting a butter
cake, sprinkle the batter with
finely chopped filberts before
baking; do not use on spongetype cakes since the batter is
not heavy enough to hold the
nuts and they will sink to the
bottom.
°A new way to serve snap
beans is to team them with
cream sauce and top them with
grated cheddar cheese. If crisp
strips of bacon and broiled
herbed tomatoes are added you
will have a delectable vegetable
luncheon plate.
Everybody reads The Leader

Join America's Smartest Women

Equip your car with
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Door Prices
Slashed!
2'6" x 6'8" x 1 1-8"W. P. P. 3 Panel
2 Panel

$ 9.65

2' 6" x 6' 8" x 1 3-8"Fir

2 Panel

9.85

2' 8" x 6' 8" x 1 3-8" Fir

2 Panel

9.95

2'6" x 6'6" x 1 3-8" Fir

1 Lt. Glass

12.00

2'6" x 6'6" x 1 3-8" Fir 3 Lt. Glass

13.00

2' 8" x 6'8" x 1 3-8" Fir 3 It. Glass

13.50

STEGER LUMBER CO.
"From a Splinter to a Carload"
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Phone 517-J

nteisis a
106 E. Court
Princeton, Ky

For
Maximum Results
Oi A
Minimum Investment
Try
The Classified
Column
Of

30 Denier . . $1.35
•For trouble-free driving, come by
and let us equip your car with a new
set of rugged, road-hugging ATLAS
Grip-Safe Tires ... the tire that lived
up to its reputation for extra safety,
extra mileage all through the War
N'tatris. We have your size.

,October 7

Doroth

FOR LONG-LOW COST MILEAGE!
'When you call for Hemming Bird 6 I's, you'
don't have to call so often! These lovely,
lovely stockings pack an incredible amount
of wear because they're finely made, beautifully tailored. 51 gauge, I and 20 denier.
(List colors.)

a

Add I cup of diced cooked and salt and p
beets and 2 cups of diced cooked Melt butter or nun
&
potatoes to 2 cups of chopped skilhit and cook
until bre
corned beef; now mix in a half
cup of milk, a little grated onion Everybody leads
m5

Carl Hart
Funeral services were held
Thursday, Sept. 30, in Chicago,
for Carl Hart, son of Mrs. Tennie Hart, 609 Washington street,
Princeton. Mr. Hart died Tuesday after a brief illness caused
by a heart attack.
An employe of the I. C. Railroad Co., Mr. Hart left Caldwell county and went to Chicago
as a young man to work with
the Railway
Express office
there. After service in World
War 1, he returned to the railroad position, and remained
there until his death. He was a
member of • Railway Exsore•e,

I

LEADE
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Kokomo, Ind., arrived Wednesday for a visit to Mrs. McDonald's sister, Mrs. .1. T. McDonald,
E. Main street.
Mrs. C. F. Cherry is at the
bedside of her brother, Neville
Perry, of Cadiz; at St. Thomas
Hospital, Nashville.

Ann Davis
ont Birds

and Mary Dance Hodge, MyrMrs. Charley McCarthy
tle and Berdie Nichols, Mary
wee but a wavering Hostess
To Phoebians
Wilson Baker, Virginia McCasr flight,
The Phoebian Class of White lin, Mary Loftus,
Mabel McLin,
a breaking from the Sulphur Church met at
the Virginia Morgan, Busch Cumcourse,
home of Mrs. Charley McCarthy mins, Carwin Cash, Robert Lee
far cry, however shrill Tuesday night at 7:30.
Beck and Mary Wilson Eldred.
J roe,
The devotional was conductritre is nothing, nothing to ed by Mrs. Lester Cash, as following: Song, "Pass Me Not": Rose And Garden Club
in when migrant birth prayer, Mrs. Robert Fralick; To Meet Thursday, Oct. 7
song, "Higher Ground"; prayer,
The Princeton Rose and Garri the wing,
Mrs. Marshall Rogers, and scripOcthe
sere,
above
den Club will meet Thursday,
. high
ture reading by Mrs. Lester
ilain—
Oct. 7, at the George Coon LiCash.
but loneliness and the
Mrs. Robert Franck was elect- brary, it was announced Tuesed teacher for the class. Fifteen day.
Each member is requested, to
i,ring upon a vanished members and two visitors answered the roll call with Bible bring a dahlia specimen and a
the rendezvous? In verses. Bible drill was conduct- flower arrangement in warm BACK TO BACK AT THE UNITED NATIONS—Russia's Deputy Foreign Minister Andrei Y. Vicolors.
ed by Mrs. William Rogers.
!range brake?
shinsky (left) and Britial's Chief U. N. Delegate Sir Alexander Cadogan (right) sit back to back
Mr. A. M. Harvill will speak
Refreshments were served to
it great business of the
before the Oct. 4 session of the United Nations Security Council in Paris. Vishinsky declared the
the following: Mesdames El- en shrubbery and the annual 'Berlin dispute does not fall with-in the scope of the Council and should be sent to the Big Four
way
,•m to wing and roots wood Rogers, Lester Cash, Hay- meeting of the Garden Clubs of Council of Foreign Ministers. (AP Wirephoto via radio from Paris).
don Board, Roy Francis, Wil- Kentucky will be discussed. This
, e to stay,
Highland Avenue. Mr. and Mrs.
..pent feather, fallen in liam Rogers, Charley McCarthy, meeting will be held October
Putman returned to their home
Marshall Rogers, Frank Young, 20, 21 and 22 in Owensboro, at
wake—
in Atlanta, Ga., Wednesday afng of flight, rejected by Percy Dalton, Robert Fralick, which time the Princeton club CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
George Cartwright, who is ter a week's visit to her perents.
will be federated.
and
Edward
Young,
Misses
minister
Schttlherr,
W.
David
;Sy,
employed in Pekin, Ill., spent
Misses Lou Nell Russell and
The state president, Mrs. DaJ ea n
Paris, Betty
9:45 Sunday School
last week-end with his parents, Joyce Cole, students at WSTC,
to the earth, yet rootless Pauline
represena
Honaker,
vid
urges
Mrs.
Cartwright,
and
Mr.
Glenn
Faughn, Magdaline Fa ugh n,
10:45 Morning Worship
ut tie!
Bowling Green, spent last weekW,Main street.
Raymond J. Dulye Mary E. Spangler, L. Wanda tation from the local club.
end with their parents, Mr. and
5:45 Westminster Fellowship
T.
who
v'Mrs.
King,
has
H.
Mrs. H. C. Russell and Dr. and
Evening Service, 7 p.m.
and Katherine McCarthy.
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
The next meeting will te with Missionary Society
The Church is undertaking a M. L. Kinsolving, S. Jefferson Mrs. N. T. Cole_
Edward Carter, student at
Class
Mrs. Frank Young October 26.
The Missionary Society of the new method of Christian educa- street, left several days ago for MSTC, Murray, spent last week. J. S. Ledford will be
School pro- Louisville, where she will visit end with his parents, Mr. and
Sunday
its
in
tion
met
Presbyterian
Church
First,
to members of the Joy
with Mrs. Ivan H. Bennett Fri- gram this fall. Seven years of relatives enroute to her home in Mrs. Clifton Carter, W. Market
1 the First Christian B & PW Picnic
Jacksonville, Fla.
Street.
afternoon. Miss Dorothy study and over a million dolday
the
and
of
Business
Members
7:30
at
night
Thursday
Mrs. E. R. Koltinsky has reMrs. Blair Burleigh, Birmpreparation
the
into
went
lars
Cecil
Mrs.
leader.
was
Parr
ingham, Mich., is visiting her turned from Louisville where she
The entire membership ProfeSsional Women's Club atadopted mother, Mrs. Shell Smith, Ed- attended the funeral of her
curriculum
new
the
of
Ardevotional.
the
led
Brasher
to be present to dis- tending a picnic and visit at
brother, Mr. Walter Litchfield.
Mrs J. B. by Presbyterian Churches in the dyville Road.
to be made due to Audubon Park Sunday were ticles were read by
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Elder
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Keach,
and Mrs. Brasher. During country. A closer tie up between
in the Sunday School May Blades, Arney T. Rawls, Sory
Mr.. and Mrs. H. W. Nichols
and
the home and the church and Hopkinsville, spent Friday with returned Sunday
night from
Charlton Gresham, Virginia the social period, refreshments
R.
R.
and
Mrs.
Taylor
and
Mr.
are
emphasis
centered
Bible
were served. Present were Mrs. a
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Putman, 4week's visit to points in Florida.
new
this
of
features
\ Donald Granstaff, student at,
J. B. Sory, Mrs. W. M. Young, two of the
Mrs. Luke Quertermous, Mrs. Ce- material. With its introduction brought to the attention of all WSTC, Bowling Green, spent
last week-end with his parents,
cil Brasher, Mrs. Florence Parr, com es another revolutionary congregations at the morning Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Granstaff,
Miss Dorothy Parr, Miss Dora change; the old fashioned quar- hour. At the evening service,
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay returned
terly is abandoned because of special honor will be shown to her home in Elkton Monday
oung and the hostess.
after
yon
local
spending the week-end'
who
the
and
in
those
hither
serve
skips
it
way
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praise
The annual all-day of
with her daughter, Mrs. Gracean
service will be held at the home each quarter and instead one church as part-time workers.
. Pedley and family.
of Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss theme will be studied through- Formal installation of the staff
Miss Katharine Garrett h a s
from several months'
Dora Young, the latter part of out the year. Mrs. Charles Cur- of the Church School will be a returned !
visit to New York, New Jersey,
ry will present this material part of the evening worship.
October.
New
Hampshire and other
More than two hundred chiland how it works at the Evenpoints in the East.
ing Service at the Church Sun- dren and adults attended clasLiterature Fights Cancer
Frederick Hayes, Chattanooga,
More than 45,000,000 pieces of day Night at 7. We are particu- ses at the Church School hour Tenn., recently visited his moSun- last Sunday. The entire new ad- ther, Mrs. J. L. Hayes, Hopkinsliterature were distributed by larly anxious to have all
par- dition is being used now and vi,le Road.
the American Cancer Society day School teachers and
is equipment is being added daily. i/Mrs. F. K. McDonald, Evansrturing its 1947 campaign for ents there but the public
ville, and daughters. Mrs. Charot cordial invitation to all is les F. Taylor and Mr. Taylor, of
cordially invited to come.
$12,000,000.
extended that whosoever will
may come share the joy of corFish apparently obtain about BAPTIST HOUR
"With Christ in Business" porate worship in the Lord's
all the water they need through
subject of "The Bap- House. We were happy to retheir skins and the food th.y will be the
tist Hour" for October 10, with ceive Mr. and Mrs. K enn et h
PLEASE PARDON OUR PRIDE
eat.
W. Maxey Jarman, of Nailtville, Yates into fellowship of the
'I REPRINTING THIS LETTER.
speaker, it was announced by church Sunday morning.
as
IT IS TYPICAL OF MANY
the Radio Comnlission Of the
THAT WE RECEIVE.
Baptist Converittor„ BARBEE MEMORIAL
Southern
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
Atlanta. ,c
w now while maximum terms may be obtained for all puporses.
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m., R
C. Ethridge, Supt.
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Midweek Worship, WednesOld Madisonville Road, Rev.
William E. Cunningham, pastor. day, 7 p.m.
Choir Rehearsal, Wednesday, 8
Sunday School 9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. p.m.
470
Phone
Young People's Service 6:00
106 E. Court Square
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Dan
Princeton, Ky. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, mgr.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
The Rev. Jahn T. Cunningham
pray, will preach Sunday morning,
ednesday evening
ice 7:00 p.m.
Oct. 10, at Cedar Bluff Baptist
Saturday. Evangelistic service Church, at - 11 o'clock.
7:00 p.m.
Youth Fellowship. 6 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
7:30 Evening Worship.
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
Morning Worship, 11 am.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service.
FIRST CHRISTIAN
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
Christian will join in the
First.
Disciples of Christ observance LEBANON BAPTIST
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
of the 'Week of the Ministry",
Services held every second
to be held in all churches of the
brotherhood Sunday. The great Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
need for full-time Christian ser- and Sunday morning at 11
vants in every field will be o'clock.

At The Churches

Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Armstrong
and son, Billy, were called to
Wharton, Tex., last week on account of the sudden death of
his father, Mr. J. C. Armstrong..
3.01eiring pencils is a $25,000,000
industry.

B. P. 0. ELKS
REGULAR MEETING

TONIGHT
8 O'Clock -'Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
ionmr...
Hillery Barlit

( There's A FIRE Every Minute...)
ick
21 HOURS A DAY

Peipkwats

Mark Cunningham
Agent
COMPLETE INSURANCE
Phone 81

One Genuine FIDELITONE Long-Life
Phonograph needle worth 50 cents
and guaranteed for 1,000 plays, with
each purchase of phonograph records
amounting to $3.00 or more.
Whether you need a needle now
or will need one in the future you
should take advantage of this offer
now. Good for a limited time only.
HURRY . . . NOW!!. . . HURRY

In the Rear of Woodall's Office on Main Street)

54 inches wide

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

4

Pastel and Street Shades
54 inches wide

4.50 yd.
Experienced Men — Best Quality Products

"LOOPS" Like Magic
g What a tricky neckline . see
• how cleverly the bow-tie is
fnstened with bold pearl buttoned
tabs. Designed with the popular
s three quarter length sleeves ...
° and featuring the beautiful
details end unusual styling that
Makes DEMI•TASSE favorite
fst with Junior Women. Plied Yen
1E- Rayon Crepe in Black. Reverie
Blue. Forest Brown or Elegant
Vs Green. Sizes _121
4 to 22A.
/
1

t

LARGEST YARD
GOODS DEPARTMENT
IN WEST KENTUCKY

• Wash and Polish
Change Grease in
Transmission and

• Drain and Flush

.91

Radiator
• Vacuum Clean

5

Frost Point
Brown, Wine
Green,
Grey,
54 inches wide
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equipment were repa 1r eel.
Needed,. storage facilities were
added by 6,743 families.
"Such improvements greatly
reduced the labor and time
spent by these families in doing routine tasks. More and better work
was accomplished,
health was improved and more
satisfying family life was enjoyed.
"Increased interest was shown
in subjects relating to family
business. Improved methods of
planning eNpenditures
wer
adopted by 1,735 families and
12,307 families became better',
buyers.
"Many families were helped
with planning new homes or remodeled old ones. Wiring
homes for convenience continued to interest people in areas
where electricity is being made
available. With the advent of
electricity, a wave of home improvements follows. Many families were assisted with planning
location of bathrooms,
the
kitchen sinks, ranges and refrigerators."

Better Management
Programs Helpful
lion, management programs
stressing better use of time, energy, money, equipment and
materials were conducted by the
Extension Service of the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Keritucky, in 30 counties the last
year.
"As a result," says ,the annual report of the extension director, "9,802 families ,improved their housekeeping methods;
3,503 kitchens were rearranged for conveniences; 16,621 pieces of new equipment were
bought, and 7,586 pieces of
— -

• GOOD QUALITY
• GOOD WORKMANSHIP
*GOOD VALUE
• IN GOOH TASTE

England maintained a monopoly on graphite for lead pencils
for 200 years.

ASTHMA

Don't let coughing. whewsing. recurring attacks of Bronchial Asthma ruin sleep and
antra, without trying MENDAOD. which
works thru the blood to reach bronchial
tubes and lungs Usimily helps nature quickly
remove thick. sticky mucus. Thus alleviatm
soughing and aids freer breathing and bettor
sleep. Get MENDAO0 from druggist. Satisfaction or muney back guaranteed.

When You're on Your
Feet, Stay Refreshed

orr

Ask for it either way ...both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
HOPPLINSVILLE COCA-COLA

BOTTLING COMPANY

COAL STOVES
"Warm Morning" Type

GAS COOKING STOVE
OIL HEATROLAS
STANDARD CAR HEATER
DELUXE CAR HEATER
SUPREME CAR HEATER
HEATER HOSE
ANTI-FREEZE
NATURAL GAS HEATERS
BOTTLED GAS HEATERS
SOUTH WIND GAS CAR HEATER
KEROSENE COOKING STOVES4
See Us For All Ammunition.

By Was Nola Wilson
That ladino clover cotrola
New York — AP — A 19
The recent showers were very year-old girl here may hald the sheet erosion is seen on the
welcome.
record for the greatest amount farm of R. R. Richards in MadiWednesday Of penicillin received in a con- son county. When erosion began
Prayer meeting
night had several present.
centrated period of treatment. in a field of Korean clover and
Preaching Saturday and Sun- She was given 450,000,000 units grass, Mr. Richards seeded the
day by the pastor gave good of the drug during 47 days.
hillside to Ladino clover in the
sermons. Sunday Sehool had 65
The girl was suffering from spring of 1947, using a pound
present.
subacute bacterial endocarditis, of seed to the acre. This year
Sunbeams had their season of a disease in which a damaged the clover completely filled the
prayer ' Saturday with seven heart valve continually throws small ditches and spots where
present.
infectious bacteria into the sheet erosion had begun. In adPRINCETON
Attending W.M.S. in their bloodstream. The gigantic' doses dition, said Farm Agent J. Lesseason of prayer were Mesdames of penicillin cleared up the ter Miller, the !actin° clover furLUABER
L. W. Rogers, Zora Wilson, Ger- blood condition, and it hasn't nished more pasture than any
S. Seminary
St.
tie Cortner, Denzil Fuller, Press returned.
other part of the field.
Phone 260
Lilly, Leslie Ladd, Ernest Lacy
Doctors of Beth-El Hospital,
and Nora Wilson. Pot luch Brooklyn, where she was treatlunch was served.
ed, said they believed the toSeveral from , here attended tal dosage of penicillin was the
the association at White S111- largest or one of the largest
phur. Among those attending ever given to one person in a
the speaking of Rev. Harold short period of time.
Schaly, Brazilian missionary at
Cedar Bluff Sunday night were
Everybody reads The Leader!
Mr. and Mrs. Hilbert'Teear;
Did you serve with the Anti-Aircraft A,
.
and Mrs. Harold P'Pool and
lery in any branch of the Armed f'
daughter, Barbera; Miss Mary
If ieo, you can't afford to overlook Is,
vial opportunities now being offered A
Lou Gresham; Mr. end Mrs.
Veterans by the expanding U. S. Army.
Leslie Ladd and sons, Billie and
Provided you hold an honorable diode
Royce; Miss Nola Wilson; Mrs.
since May 12, 1946, and still qualify, y
Gertie Cortner; Mr. and Mrs.
can enlist directly into the AAA--itt a pr
determined by year skill and prior se
Desmond Hensley and daughter;
Black
Good jobs are open in 26
-Draught
may
help an
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie McCor- upset
stomach if
chitties. Many of your old
mick and son Jonothan; Mr. you have an upsetthe only reason
dies are going back in. Get f
stomach Is be-.
and Mrs. Merl Keller, and Mr. cause of constipation. Blackdetails at your nearest U.
Army and U. S. Air Force
Orman Jewell. A very interest- Draught, the friendly laxative, Is
usually prompt and thorough when
exulting Station.
ing talk was heard.
taken as directed. It costa only a
Mrs. Vernon Mosely and son, penny or less a dose. That's why
it
Bainbridge, visited Mrs. Steve has been a best-seller with four
generations. If you are troubled
Kirby iecently.
With suchsymptomsas loss of appeMr. and Mrs. Emery Keller, tite,headache,
upsetstomach,flat.µMr. and Mrs. Audrey Stewart lence, physical fatigue, sleeplessof Cerulean visited Mrs. Zora •ness, mental haziness, bad breath—
and if these symptomsaredueonly
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd, to
constipation — then
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lacy Black-Draught may do see what
for you.
Get a package today.
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers
visited Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Doss
at Adainsville Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Gertie Cortner visited
Mrs. Herbal Rogers and family
at Hopkinsville Saturday night.
Miss Nola Wilson was dinner
guest of Mrs. Denzil Crowe at
We have just added the THIRD new truck to our deHopkinsville last Thursday.
Mrs. Fred
Burress visited
livery service, to enable us to handle our growing
Mrs. Steve Kirby Monday afvolume of business properly.
ternoon.
Mr. Perry Arvin and family of
near Hopkinsville visited Mrs.
Baker and son Sunday. Mrs. Baker returned home with them
for a visit.
Mrs. Nolie Williamson and son
Your valued patronage and will always endeavor to
of Illinois recently visited Mr.
merit it. Call us for quick pick-up, efficient service
L. W. Rogers and family.
Among the many visitors of
and prompt delivery.
little Nancy Carol, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wayland Rogers,
born Sept. 21, have been Mrs.
L. W. Rogers, Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh McGowan and son Don.
Mrs. Clint Ladd, Nola Wilson,
Is to render the very finest laundry an4 dry cleaning
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd and
sons, Royce and Billie, Mrs. Erservice possible . . . and we intend to provide every
nest Lacy, Mrs. Esther May
modern facility to enable us to accomplish this.
Kaufman, Mrs. Witherspoon and
son, Lear.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Haile of
Hamby's Store
were dinner
geests of Nola Wilson Sunday.
Mrs. Ratliff Rogers visited
Mrs. Denzil Crowe at Hopkinsville Friday afternoon.
Mr. Burness Jewell has returned from Princeton Hospital
and is doing very well.
Mrs. Carl Rogers and daughters were at Hopkinsville Saturday having dental work done.
Mr. Rube Dillingham and family visited Mr. Ernest Lacy and
family, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Audrey Croft
and family visited Mrs. Florian
Consler at Gracy Sunda.
Miss Joy Lee Jewell spent the
weekend with Miss Odell Brummitt4pf Friendship.
Mrs. Steve Kirby visited Mrs.
Beulah Haile at Hopkinsville recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wayne
Haile of Scottsburg visited Mr.
and Mrs. Desmond Hensley Sunday and attended church here.

SPECIAL OPENINGS FO
ANTI-AIRCRAFT VETSI

JOCKO GOES ON A SPREE—Panting citizens of North Long
Beach, Calif., could not catch Jocko, a brown monkey, but 15year-old Jane Hall approached him with a bunch of grapes and
he sits on her arm and eats, hut not for long. Jocko, who weighs
15-pounds, left a trail of vandalism. He set a jeep afire, overturned an oil drum. At last reports, Jocko was up a tree exchanging glares with an attendant from the animal shelter. (AP
Wirephoto)
Modern lead pencils were not
developed. until the discovery
in 1564 of a graphite mine in
Ctunberland, England.
A pound of honey represents
the life work of 1,000 bees.

WHY RETONGA
IS STANDBY
FOR THOUSANDS
Men and Women Keep
Famous Gastric Tonic
On Hand At All Times

RIG LeS

Ladino Clover
Stpps Erosion

Girl Gets Biggest
Penicillin Dose

In thousands of homes you
will always find Retonga in the
medicine chest. Men and women have found out for themsehies how much this famous
medicine has helped them.
They know that the miseries
of sour stomach, bloating and
acid indigestion can be promptly
relieved by Retonga. They know
that when their appetite is gone
that Retonga makes them want
to eat.
They also know that when
they suffer distress from border
line Vitamin B-1 deficiency —
feel tired, weakened, run-down;
and muscular aches and pains
plague them—that Retonga also
contains vitamin B-1 to help relieve suffering from that deficiency.
Retonga is compounded of
carefully blended extracts from
many of nature's medicinal roots,
herbs, and barks. It is intended
to relieve distress due to the
loss of appetite, insufficient flow
of vital digestive juices in the
stomach, constipation, and borderline Vitamin B-1 deficiency.
If the first bottle of Retonga
fails to bring you gratifying relief, its small purchase price will
be cheerfully refunded. You
alone are the judge. You can
get Retonga at Dawson's Drug
Store.
—Adv.

13 Ponds In County
Get Bass And Bream
From Game, Fish Dept.
The State Division of Game
and Fish has cooperated with
the local Soil Conservation District in treating 13 old farm
ponds to eliminate undesirable
fish, so these ponds can be restocked with the right kind and
proper balance of fish, it was
announced by Oliver C. Allcock,
Work Unit Conservationist, this
week.
The ponds are to be restocked
with large mouth black bass and
biuegill bream which experiments show to be the best
known combination of fish fop
the farm rond, yielding more
fish and fun than any other
combination.
Some of the more important
factors in good fish pond management are: good depth of
clean water, being stocked with
the right proportion of bass and
bluegill, adequate fertilizing to
assure plenty of food for fish,
and fishing to keep fish from
getting too thick. A pond properly managed should yield excellent fishing within 12 months
after it is stocked, Mr. Allcock
stated.
The ponds treated in the
County were orL the farms of
C. E. George, H. C. McConnell
and Son, Claude Wood, Harry
Joiner, .Gray Satterfield and
Joel Boitnott.

Cover For Gardens
Almost 100 packages of mustard, turnip, spinach and crimson clover seed were distributed
to 4-Hers in Leslie county, for
fall planting. Called the J. M.
Feltner seed mixture for the
4-H club field agent who first
promited the plan, the amount

Registered
Herefords
Oct.12,1948,1 O'clock

Can Black-Draught
Help An
Opset Stomach?
,Ted,

Wamorcham
LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

The 1,250,000,000 pencils used
each year by Americans coul
draw a line 43,475,555,555 mile'
long.
Tennessee cedar supplied the
world with its pencil wood for
100 years.
Thousands of Pontiac owners all over the country have lege',
that regular servicing by their Pontiac dealer is the best. tr.
economical way to keep their cars in top condition.
Our service is best for your car because our mechanics have teen
trained hy factory experts and because we use factoryIngineered
parts and specially selected tools—everything geared to the one
job of keeping your Pontiac at its very best.
'The result is that your work it done faster—in such a sure-handecl
manner that it will "sliay done-. The cost of our expert work n
no higher—in fact, is often less—than you would pay for ordinart
servicing.
Our policy is very simple: re do only the work calledfor—we do it
in an expert manner, we save you money by eliminating guesswork
and makeshifts.
Give your Pontiac the best—have it serviced by your Pontiac
dealer—for the hest costs no more!

of seed is sufficient to cover a
20 by 40 feet plot, providing
greens for table use this fall,
and a cover crop to be turned
under in the spring.

H9PKINSVILLE, KY.
C. W. Young Burley Floor - E 9th St.
EVERGREENS,
ORAMENTAL TREES
Some of the Best Blood Lines in the Country
Representing the Herds of
THE MILKEY WAY - JACK TURNER - HARRISDALE
WYOMING HEREFORD RANCH and many other
top blood lines.

and SHRUBS.
Bring me a drawing of your
house and surroundings and I
will help you with your landscaping needs. A telephone call
will bring me promply to
your home for an estimate
Also plant fruit trees, grape
vines and berry plants.
I have a complete line of
nursery stock.

H. L. HOBBY
205 S. Seminary St. Phone 153
PRINCETON, KY.

THE BEST PARTS ARE
FACTORY ENGINEERED PARTS!
Pontiac Factory-Fngineered
PArt! are exactly the tame as
those built into your Pontiac
at the factory. They always
fit properly—they always
perform properly and—like
the best in servicing—they
cost no morel
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Professor In Japan
University of Kentucky
English professor, Dr. George X

Nelson Farmer Shows
Champion Ton-litter

A

Gibson, Boyle County
.oe found that to sue'1 chemical sterilization
a plant beds, it is a
Aire to sow soybeans
tobacco setting. He
ai failure in the three
has used this plan, acFarm Agent John C.
l ast year, for example,
on supplied vigorous
rola a bed 9 by 160 feet
own two acres and for
for ,neighbors. He replowed the bed for the
in the same spot.
eiason's practice is to
' pounds of cynarnid
weeks after the soyturned under in the

Brady, is in Japan on a four
month assignment as a literary
advisor to the American Military Government. .He is the
tourth U. K. faculty or administrative staff member to go
abroad for AMG in recent
months.

Eight
pigs weighing
1,960
pounds when 165 days old won
t h e State ton-litter contest
championship for Marvin Greer
of Nelson county. They sold for
$34 a hundredweight.
Twenty-two litters containing
about 300 pigs were exhibited at
a show at the Bourbon Stock
Yards in Louisville. The pigs
weighed an average of 217
pounds and sold for an average
I of $30.82 a hundredweight. They
*were the best finished lot of
hogs ever exhibited at the stockyards, officials said.
The chempion single pig was
shown by Glen Gooden of Taylor county. It weighed 250
pounds and sold for $36 a hundredweight.

The "silent" whistles used to
rail dogs have a pitch from
about 17,000 to 25,000 a second.
-Americana use about 1,250,000,000 pencils a year.
fall. He discs in half the amount
four or five inches, then rakes
in the remainder with a hand
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INSURANCE

Tips For Housewives

or Your General Insurance Needs
See or Call

BUSCH CUMMINS, Insurance

WORLD'S LARGEST PIE—W. 1). Armstrong, State horticulturist, who had charge of a display at
the State Fair recently, is pictured above with John Wehrley, assistant fair manager, as they waited
for Gov. Earle Clements to cut the "World's Largest Apple Pie". The pie was five feet in diameter,
three to seven inches deep and weighed 300 pounds. The Governor said it was "the best pie I ever
(Photo Courtesy Louisville Times)
tasted".

How Princess Elizabeth's Baby Will
Rank As Heir To The Throne

106 E. Court Square
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 248

By Ed L. Campbell
(AP Newsfeeturee)
London-1Princess Elizabeth's
baby will have to go back to
George III of American Revolution fame for historical prece-
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ALWAYS WWI
JULEPS IN SILVER CUPS

cleaning
ide every
his

Cool-gleaming, frosted Aver shills to the temperature of your Jul•P • • •
keeps each sip lee-cool.
crisply flavored. Repro,
dueed from the famous oki
Petrick ?Wary Mint Julep
sap la sturdy silverPlate
Miss Mee C. 14 yews
WOO sods
Pederot Is. Included /

Cunningham & Boyd
CADIZ, KY.

Silver - Chins- Crystal
Jewelry

.
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brother Prince Albert Victor,'
dent.
The little Windsor whose birth Duke of Clarence, eight years
is expected about the middle of before the death of Queen VicNovember, will be a second-in- toria.
line second-generation heir to
George V was succeeded by
the throne.
his eldest son, the Prince of
Fat George, who sent his Red- Wales, who had been born durcoats against the American Col- ing Victoria's reign and thereonists in 1776, was the last Brit- fore was another "third" in the
ish ruler born under identical queue.
circumstances.
Termination of the Prince's
Six kings and one queen have brief rule as Edward VIII—he
ruled in London since the death preferred marriage to a throne—
of George III. Only two of brought his younger brother, the
them were second in line at present King George VI to the
birth and both these—Edward throne. This king had been a
VII and William IV—were chil- fourth-in-line at birth.
dren, not grandchildren, of the
Princess Elizabeth, born durreigning monarch.
ing the reign of her grandfaGeorge III was born during ther, is another third-in-line.
the reign of his grandfather,
George II. His father, Frederick
Prince of Wales, was the eldest Princeton Men Had
child of the king, just as today Horticultural Exhibit
Elizabeth is the eldest child of
Many
varieties
of apples,
George VI.
grapes and prunes, plus a sevenBut after George III the suc- bushel apple pie, formed a part
cessor got rather involved.
of the fruit department exhibits
His immediate successor was at the State Fair last week, unhis eldest son, George IV who der direction of W. DI Armwas, born two years after the strong, State horticulturist at
death of George II and there- the West Kentucky Experiment
fore was a first-in-line heir.
Sub-Station. ,
This fourth George died childAided by Paul Cunningham,
less. So one of his brothers, Wil- Bill Sparks and Dickie Gregory,
liam IV took over. This William Mr. Armstrong set up the exhad been born second-in-line, hibit from the Experiment Staall right, but he was a genera- tion featuring the fruits and an
tion nearer the throne than exhibit, under glass, pointing
Baby Windsor will be.
out how insects and disease inThen things got complicated. jure fruit, plus recommendaWilliam had never expected to tions-for control of the diseases
be king. When it became apparent he would have to, he tried
in vain to raise a family. So did 30,000 Expected At
his younger brothers. First to Owensboro Exposition
Sponsors of this year's Northsucceed was the next in line,
Duke of Kent.
South Exposition, at Owensboro,
So, when William died, the plan to entertain 30,000 persons
crown passed to a young niece, who are expected to witness the
Alexandrina Victoria. At the second annual show which opens
time of her birth she was fourth- a gala three-day stand at the
in-line.
large Co-op Tobacco Warehouse,
Victoria reigned so long her on West Ninth Street, Thursday
successors
were
practically night, October 14, and will constanding in queue.
tinue through Saturday night,
First in line, the eldest son, Oct. 16.
became a grandfather before he
mounted the throne as Edward Hippocrates Tagged Cancer
VII.
Cancer, the second most freFate worked it out so that this quent cause of death in Ameripleasant ruler—the jolly king ca, is one of the oldest diseases
who gave his name to that per- known to man. It was named by
iod known as "Edwardian" — Hippocrates in the fourth cenwas succeeded by his second son, tury, B. C.
George V. Thus another "thirdAn oil well in Oklahoma is
in-line" won the honors. Death
had taken the second, his elder more than three miles deep.
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upper-classmen at the Collage of
Pharmacy in Louisville and 177 Fall semester enrolment
the
at the Northern Extension CenUniversity of Kentucky is at an
all-time record peak of 7,863 ter in Covington.
resident students, Dr. Maurice
F. Seay, registrar, reported this
Except for water and milk,
week. The total includes 7,4,54 Americans use more paper than
on the Lexington campus, 232 anything else.

UK Enrolls 7863

HOMOGENIZED

It is richer, sweeter, better
tasting, and contains the
vitamins necessary to
good health.

PRINCETON CREAMERY
Phone 161

Know Cancer Facts
Most types of early cancer
Can be cured. For information
to guard against this disease,
send for the pamphlet, "Who,
What, Why, Where, When of
Cancer". Write your nearest
American Cancer Society information center or ACS, 47 Beaver Street, New York 4, New
York.

This is a mounted corn picker.

CADIZ, KY.

RECLEANED, TESTED, TREATED
SEED WHEAT
Clarkan
-:- Red Heart
Currell's Prolific

BALBOA RYE
CRIMSON CLOVER
TIMOTHY
LADINO CLOVER
A COMPLETE LINE OF SEED

Women's Cancer Declines
Although the over-all cancer
death rate continues to rise, the
American Cancer Society points
out, there is now a slight decline in the women's death rate
when adjustments are made for
an aging population.

-SEED RECLEANING A SPECIALTY
Special Machinery For Removing Buckhorn
and Dodder from Red Clover.
In flopkinsville It's

You Can't Catch Cancer
Cancer is not contagious and
is painful only in advanced stag e s. Frequent medical exams
are the best safeguard against
this disease.

(Incorporated)

Harvest Of Values
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
18
.7
MEN'S GABARDINE DRESS PANTS
5.98

STRIPED BROADCLOTH
1 2 to 17
Sanforized Vat Dyed, 14/

TO
All Wool, Part Wool and Rayon,
New fall colors, Blue, Brown,Green,Gray • .10.95

BOYS' JACK SHIRTS
NEW IDEA
CORN PICKERS

3.98
1.49
BOYS' UNION SUITS
10 lb. Winter Weight,Ecru Color,6to 16 . . . 1.69
BOYS' DENIM DUNGAREES
1.69
8 oz. Sanforized, 6 to 16
24 oz.100% Wool,Colorful Plaids,6 to 18 . .

AND

MILK
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T Ii es e practical household
aids for housewives are recommended by the College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
University of Kentuc
1. Codliver oil stains
y be
removed if treated at once with
carbon tetrachloride b efore
laundering.
2. Frieze rugs, or those with
a twisted nap, should be dry
cleaned only, as shampooing
sometimes removes the twist.
3. To minimize a large waistline, choose styles with up and
down lines, and avoid wide or
contrasting belts.
4. Baking dishes, such as macaroni and salmon loaf, retain
their moisture better if they are
set in a pan of water to bake.
5. Drop the unused egg yolk
into hot water and cook until
hard, then use in salads or as
a garnish on vegetables or in
whitesauce.

2-row Corn Picker for Allis-Chalmer; looks good; Come and See It;
good condition.

For a Clean,
Fast Harvest
When you start to harvest with a
NEW IDEA Picker, your corn goer
Into the crib last. Famous for their
clean picking and thorough husking. the speed of these reliable machines is backed by their dependability. Tune out for repairs or adjustments is reduced to a minimum.
They have a reputation for finishing
the job in a hurry. universal —
quickly booked up
to any racks and
model of tractor.
smell 1-roar rood•
elk Como I. ad oak
ea law loforroolloo.
lambda Mika.

PAIR

PART WOOL DOUBLE BLANKETS
3.98
70 x 80 in. Sateen Bound
,

Mrs. Ree I. Engelhardt, Owner

YOUNG HARDWARE & IMP. CO.
Fredonia, Ky.

W. .

, Princeton, Kentucky
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Tourists Spent
$161 Million In
State Last Year
Kentucky Dam

Magnifying The Truth

Washington
Letter

Pittsburg --- AP — The stable beard on a inan's face 10
hours after shaving would stand
out like tree stumps on a putting green when viewed with a
new device. The device is a
surface analyzer that magnifies
surface roughness 40,000 times.
It's one of the instruments
in a
Westinghouse
Electric
Corp. laboratory to find better
ways of electrically coating
steel with other metals like
nickel, silver, chromium or copper. Another guage can check
the thickness of plated coatings
one-fiftieth the width of a human hair.

State
Park High On List
Of Visitors, Tho
Opened Late

Kentucky tourist trade reached an overl value of 9181,774,152 during 1947, according to a
Department of Highways estimate based on total motor vehicle travel on state roads.
A department survey revealed motor vehicle travel on Kenture figure. Admitting t ha t
tucky highways last year tosome tourists travel at a lower
taled 5,016,253128 miles of which
daily cost and some at a higher
one fourth, or 1,254,083,432
we have placed the daily indimiles, was pleasure travel. Outvidual expenditure at $6.50 for
of-state tourist travel constitutmeals and lodging, $4.30 to reed half the total pleasure travel,
tail stores, $1.48 for amusements
or 627,031,716 miles.
and $4.94 for car expenses."
"Assuming the Kentucky
The Department of Conservatourist's average day's travel to
tion's Division of Parks reportbe 200 miles, and allowing three ed
Kentirky's state parks, high
persons to each car, we find that
on the list of tourist attractions,
individual tourist days spent in
drew a total of 402,000 persons
Kentucky during 1947 totaled
during 1947.
9,405,474," the survey stated.
The Parks Division listed as
T'ne department further esti- the
leading attraction Cumbermated an expenditure of 917.80 land
Falls State Park which
an individual for each tourist 108,22
8 persons visited last year.
day, amounting to a total expenAttendance at other parks and
diture
for th e
yea r
of shrines was Butler State Park,
$161,744,152.
84,810; Old Kentucky Home
"The volume of trade brought State
Shrine, 84,506; Pennyrile
into the state as a result of this State
Park, 43,647; Audubon
tourist travel is difficult to es- State
Park, 35,690; Pioneer Metimate," the report stated. 'We morial
State Park, 29,088; Dawhave tried to arrive at an aver- son
Springs State Park, 16,452;
age a-person -a day expendi- Natural
Bridge State Park, 12,-

QUICK RELIEF
oi

SPECIAL

BOUDREAU COMES HOME—Cleveland Indian
s manager and
shortstop Lou Boudreau crosses home plate,
to be greeted by Indians Second Baseman Joe Gordon after knocki
ng out a home
run in the fifth inning. It was his second homer of
the game, and
his third consecutive hit, making the score 6-1
for Cleveland in
the fifth. Umpire is Bill McGowan. Cleveland won
8-3. (AP Wirephoto)

By Frank Eck

yacht racing and downhill skiing at the Winter '...lames in
New York — If you missed Switzerland bring out dazzli
ng
the 1948 Olympic Games tare's color and a lot of excitement.
still a chance to see every event.
A crew of 300 worked on the
One of the finest sports pictures film, including 75 cameramen
ever filmed is the J. Arthur who manned 18 color camera
s.
Rank production "The Olympic Eight miles of telephone lines
Games of 1948". The full-length were laid throughout London's
technicolor film runs an inter- huge Wembley Stadium for comesting two hours and 18 min- munications between film conutes.
trol headquarters and producYou can see the expressions tion units. One million feet of
on the faces of the marathon specially-prepared
technicolur
runners. You can see Barn „- stock was obtained from RochesEwell doing his "victory dance" ter, N. Y.
after the finish of the 100 meter
"T h e Olympic Games of
dash. Ewell thought he won 1948", an Eagle Lion release, is
but he didn't. Harrison Dillard one of the best sports films in
nipped him at the tape.
history. It leaves little room for
The equestrian cvents bring improvement for the future.
out excellent horseinanship and
closeup shots that make you feel
Bedroom Furniture
as though you're sitting in a
Made
By 4-H Girl
Madison Square Garden box at
the National Horse Show. The
Pretty bedroom furniture
bike race, and a spill which al- small cost is possible when one
most resulted in a fist fight, the has imagination and time, proved Betty Jane Eaves of the
580; Jefferson Davis Monument, Versailles
4-H Club in Wood9,832; Blue Licks Battlefield ford county
. In her display 3t
State Park, 2,428 and Levi Jack- the distric
t fair in Lexington
son State Park, 1,251.
was an' old dresser painted
Kentucky Dam State Park was white,
from which she had cut
not opened until July 1, 1948. The the legs.
Then she added decorParks Division reported more ation by
pasting pink and white
than 43,000 persons visited the rosebu
d wallpaper on the fronts
dam area during the two-day of the
drawers and on the ends
weekend of July 4.
of the dresser.
Mrs. H. S. Sanborn of NationHer dressing table and bench
al Park Concessiotts, Inc., Mam- made
of scrap lumber were
moth Cave, estirnated 190,000 dresse
d up with quilted chinz
persons visited Mammoth Cave and
a ruffle made from glass
last year.
curtains. A pair of dressing taCopies of the tourist survey ble lamps
was made from canare being made available to dlesticks.
For the desk in her
Chambers of Commerce, Auto- room,
this 4-H'er used her old
mobile Clubs, Motor Transport dressing
table to which she adAssociations and civic groups ded a top.
Then she painted twi
throughout the state.
old chairs brought from the attic, decorating them with designs.
(AP Neweleatures Sports Editor)
)

Have a
WARM Home
Eveni

MORNING
Amazing, patented interior construction
results in remarkable
performance and substantial fuel savings.
Model 420-A — Cabinet
Heat all day and night
heater Puitt - In Automat,c
Draft Regulator. Holds 100
without refueling.
lbe. cool,
Burn any kind of coal,
coke, briquets or wood.
Require less attention than
most furnaces. More than a
million in use. Come in and
see them,

Model SIS—B•oun hi brown porcelain with chrome
it,,,,. Holds 100
lb.. coal.

You Can FEEL the Difference
in a Coal Heated Home!
(Loft) Model 520-II—
Holds 100 kw. cool.

Model 616—New
Sql/Ori design In..
tenor and esterior. Holds 60 lb..
cool.

Eldred Hardware Co.
Phone 321

Arthritis Pain

Tor quick. delightfully cam/eni
ng help for
series and pains of Rheumat
ism, Arthritis,
leuritis, Lumbago, Sciatica,
or Neuralgi• try
loaded. Works through the blood
First doer
usually starta alleviating pain
rork, enjoy life and sleep more so you can
comfortably.
Jet Itenelod at druggist today.
Quick, consols. astisfaCtIon or mono. back
gu...anteed

Ready Now To Set Out

Evergreen Shrubbery
and Hedges
We have nice Magnolias,a few choice Ros
e Bushes left
and nice Climbing Rose bushes.

HOLLAND BULBS
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PRICES

dionerataIleamodm.P•

In
No. 21/2
PEACHES lona
Syrup
21
Can
TOMATO JUICE lona 46-Canoz. 21
1-lb.
OLEOMARGARINE :Led Ctn.
31
No. 2/
1
2
1
PUMPKIN A & P
Can
z.
CATSUP'
Qunly
2 14-o
25
Bats.
2
IONA PEAS Tender 2 No.
23
Cans
1-lb.
PORK & BEANS PAnagn e2 Can
29
s
NAVY BEANS Bulk 10
__ Lbs. 95
No. 2
CHERRIES RePlittur
25
Can
Qt.
SALAD DRESSING Rajah Jar
53
CANDY BARS
6 For 25
Lb.
8 O'CLOCK COFFEE
1.1
B
CIGARETTES PopBraulandr InclCtn.
. Tax 1.6
/
2-oz. 1
TOMATO SOUP Campbell's 101
Can
N B. C.
1-Lb.
CRACKERS Pe
r m.FIake
25
Box
yfield
Lb.
FLOUR SunnPlai
n
25 Bag
1.4

DONUTS
JANE PARKER

17c

Doz. in Pkg.

TOKAY
GRAPES
2
29c
Lb.

: SNOW WHITE

CAULIFLOWER
29c
SMOKED
PICNICS
,„ 53c
READY TO EAT

HAMS
Shank Portion

WI! DMERE ROLL

BUTTER
66c
Lb.

CHED-O-BIT

See VFW members for
Tickets
Proceeds will be used toward purchase of an
oxygen tent for the new
Princeton Hospital.

CHEESE FOOD

2

Lb Loaf

93c

X-PERT DEVILSFOOD MIX
ZS MULE TEAM BORAX
BORAX0 POWDER

pkg. 27c
14-oz. box 17c
1-1b. can 21Ic

WOODBURY'S SOAP

3 reg. bars 29e

WALLACE CLOTHES PINS
ZION COOKIES
SUNSWEFT

PRUNES

2

2-lb. pkg

pkg. I9c
pkg. 364
Blues Without Streaking

Blu-White Flakes

39c

Pkg.

9c

Makes a Qttick Hot Meal

EVAPORATED

Swift's Prem

PEACHES

12 oz. can

47c

Cast Iron Combu
Longer - - - Giv
New Cabine
Br
Equipped With

$1
We Also H
Coal a

HAR
and Virginia St.
Hopki

Varties

59c

Lb.

VFW Red Rockets

Butler Stadium
adm. 75c & 25c

This I

ND BIG WEEK

Football

Sat., Oct. 23,
8:15 P. M.

loon

A&P 89th Anniversary
Celebration
NOW IN THE SECO

Charity

Junior Varsity

01111111411•141.4,110.iiiiiiiiii

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS AGAIN --MORE GRAND SAVINGS!

Radio programs to be given
daily at 12:45 p.m. by the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky, over station WHAS are;
Oct. 1?1, "More Winter Eggs—
More Profit," T. B. Morris; Oct.
12, "Transferring Land in the
Family," J. H. Bondurant; Oct.
13,"Farm Newscast," Robert H.
Ford; Oct. 14, "Fall Versus
Spring Planting of
Fruit
Plants," and Oct. 15, "Questions
from Farm People." On Oct. 16
at 11:30 a.m., Miss Verna Latzke
will
discuss, "Making Last
Year's Clothes New."

Hardy Chrysanthemum blooms . . . time to
pick your
colors.
Bedding arsnips will arrive this weekend
. . . Come
And See Us!

Pres

CO R NITT E'S

College Radio Schedule

Murray State
College

Harvill's Nursery

/
1
2 Price

Extra I.g. lid.

are here — Narcissus, Yellow and white Tuli
ps, assorted good colors, and Hya-cinths, large size
.

Eddyvil le Road

...,,,Octo..b_e! _7,
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had been made by Ow women
ft
Cotirier-Journal, Times
,1 Is nevi
for inclusion in the platform of
equipment, which
a plank recommending at least Occupy New Building
had
Louisville — 41. --- The Cour- Stalled earlier.
some consideration of the womier-Journ
al
and
Loui
svil
en of the country, but it fell
le
lAP Nowstooturosi
upon deaf ears. Mrs. Lockwood, Times were operating from
By Jane Eads
never a quitter, wrote to the their new quarters at Sixth
and
Washington—Will a woman Wome
Distress
na Herald of Industry, Broadway Monday
Ansi
..
ever become president of the published here:
STOMACH
UL
The move from
the old DUE 70 EXCES
United States? Could be, Presi"Why not nominate women
S
building at Third and Liberty
sof
dent Truman told a group of for important places? Is not
Homer''
,
Mast
Help or it Will
Empress of India? streets was made over the weekwomen convention delegates to Victoria
Cost Vo
Over thrnu Winn,
Have
we
not
among
withou
end
missin
t
our
coung an edition. TNICATMLNIT hit,
Washington recently. The quesly
pturns ,,f4j,P
Radio station WHAS will be and Duodena
tion pops up almost every elec- trywomen persons of as much
l
talent
and ability? Is not his- moved to the new buliding later. Pow Plaaakm,
tion year. Yet so far only two
Gaselnese. eleartbu
rn, 1444
The Associated Press also due t,, Come
women in the history of the tory full of precedents of womAcid.
Auk fin
's Moss
:
country ever have been nomi- en rulers? If women in the moved from the old to the new esplain•”WIllere
"
Ibis tn simont
ge
nated for the job. In 1872 and states are not permitted to vote, building. Its Move was made ea.
Dawson
's
there
is
no
law
against their ier because during the process
Drug St
1884 there were women candiWylie &
dates, although most women being voted for and, if elected,
filling the highest office in the
still could not vote.
Mrs. Victoria Woodhull, some- gift of the people."
Mm. Lockwood, who was a
times called 'The. Terrible Siren", was the first woman candi- member of the bar of the Sudate for President. She was nom- preme Court of the District of
inated .by the Peoples Party in Columbia, got 379 votes in New
1872 and campaigned for equal Hampshire, 1,386 in New York,
right and a single moral stan- 374 in ,Michigan, 1,008 in Illidard. She didn't make much nois, 318 in Maryland, 734 in
headway. Once a spectator in California and the entire elecWall Street, Mrs. Woodhull lat- toral vote of Indiana.
er became proprietor with her
Adult
mosquitoes live for
sister, Tennessee Claflin, of a
Closing out room lots and
discontinued pat
weekly magazine. It was 'Wood- several months.
hull and Claflin's
terns. Designs suitable for all
Weekly", /10.11.101111101080.11.11111.111.01.111MUI
rooms.
which the Columbia Encyclopedia describes as a "sensationWHITE CITIZENS •
al journal which .supported,
among other reforms, women's
AND FRIENDS:
suffrage."
In 1884 Mrs. Belva Ann Lockwood of Washington was nomiYou are invited to atRegularly 15c to 75c Roll
nated by the Equal Rights party as its standard bearer at its
NOW ONtY 71/2c to 371
convention in San Francisco. tend "The Sinner's Trial"
/
2c ROLL
James G. Blaine and John A
at
the
Shep
herd
Street
Logan had been selected by the
Republican party. The DemoBapti
st
Church Tuesday,
crats chose Grover Cleveland
and Thomas A. Hendricks. John
Oct. 12, at 8 p. m.
P. St. John represented the Prohibition Party and Gen. BenjaGifts
min F. Butler the Labor party.
Bo
FREE Will Oiling
At the convention of the two
Hopkinsville,
Kentu
big parties strenuous efforts

2

I lb bars

50c

IVORY SOAP, Pure and
Mild
LAVA SOAP, Cuts
Grease
SILVER DUST, Face Cloth
in every box

2 med. bars 2
2 reg. bar' I
boz 3

STOP FIRE, THE FIFTH
HORSEMAN SAVES LIVE
FIRE PREVENTION WEEK OCT.
3-9

4aP Sett S

Fink

BEECHNUT BABY FOODS
STRAINED

3 4% 0.

CHOPPED

jara

28c

2

1oz.jars

21c
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Moderstsd
City convei. ,
will he enjoyed by Mr.
I Mrs. C. L.
Stansbury of liullitt county
Robert E. Geiger
that the market price fell belo
when the reconstruction Of their
The
price
of
the guaranteed price. So the farm home is completed,
Igton —
Books Being Bought For
notes
mgh, and yet the gov- government seldom had to step Home Agent Mary D. Porter.
U. K. Department Of
is guaranteeing the in with heavy support.
They are installing a complete
minimum price for 20
Journalism
Attempts to stbilize crop pr
water system with hot and cold
cea by artificial means dat running water, a bath room,
sps.
Lexington, Oct. 5 — Kentucfarmers understand the back
ky newspapers are contributing
many years. At fir
kitchen sink and a utility room
to the University of Kentucky
. behind price supports farmers tried to do it by c
containing a washing machine
Journalism Department a numso all the city folks operative methods, by ggreein and stationary tubs.
to withhold products from ma
ber of books on newspaper sub,,:ery bills to meet.
Carolers know, for in- kets so there would be a seam' an
jects which will form the basis
effort to keep prices from
of a 'Kentucky Press Association
that while the gbvern- ty and prices would stay up.
falling because of farm surguaranteeing a cerlibrary for journalism students.
During the Hoover admini
pluses.
Each newspaper in the State
se for some crops in the tration the Agricultural Marke
The government bought grain
has been asked by Fred B.
years, it was seldom ing Act of 1929
in an effort to keep up the
Wachs, president of the press asfarmers' prices. Then the Demosociation, to contribute to the licrats came to power and passed
brary fund.: "The response has
the Agricultural Adjustment Act
been m oat gratifying," Mr.
of 1933. Farmers agreed to 1imWachs reports.
it the size of crops in, return
Each book will bear the name
for benefit payments. The govof a newspaper and carry a noernment attempted to finance BRING ON STEAK — Gary
tation that the University receiv
these payments through taxes
R. Wurster, son of Mr. and ed the volume through the genlevied against food processors,
erosity of that paper.
Mrs.
Richard Wurster of
hut this was held unconstituThe library is .bding establishOgd,ensburg, N. Y., obviously
tional in 1936.
is pleased with the fact that ed by the editors in appreciation
The government then began
he's only seven months old of the service provided to Ken
paying farmers out ,of general
and already has seven teeth. tuckk newspapers by the state
revenues, raised by taxation and
school. The University furnishes
(AP Wirephoto)
other means.
office space for the State headBefore the war the problem
quarters of the press association,
was to limit crops to prevent
besides training a number of
market gluts and declining pristudents who ultimately accept
ces. In wartime the government
employment -in Kentucky newsguaranteed prices to encourage
A dash of nutmeg added to paper offices.
the farmers to produce all the baked summer squash adds zest
food possible. That's one reato a rather bland vegetable. For Sheep Pay Well
son the U. S. had as much food
an
easy-to-prepare dish, try this
Although the sheep populaas it did. Thus price support plus
crop controls—limiting acreages recipe from the College of Ag- tion in Rockcastle county is
—have been used by the gov- riculture and Home Economics, less than a few years ago, those
raising sheep are making good
ernment at one time to limit University of Kentucky.
money, stated Farm Agent Roproduction, and price supports
Baked Squash
have been used at another time I quart of summer squash cut bert F. Spence. Harve Berry of
the Hiatt neighborhood, for exto increase production.
in half-inch slices
ample, bought 12 ewes which
What's happened now is this: /
1
2 cup water
raised 14 lambs. He sold the
We have moved once more /
1
2 teaspoon salt
from a situation in which a 2 tablespoons sugar
scarcity of food was threatened, 2 tablespoons butter
as during the war, into one in Dash of nutmeg
which surpluses may occur.
Wash summer squash and cut
We have bumper crops and a without peelin,, in half-inch slideclining market. Many agricul- ces. Place half the amount in a
ture experts estimate the gov- baking dish, add half the salt,
ernment will have to put out sugar and butter, then the rearound $1,500,000,000 to keep mainder of the squash and seaprices on 1948 crops from falling sonings. Add water, cover and
below levels fived by law.
bake until tender, about 30
Some experts are saying price minutes, in moderate oven, 375
supports must be cut in the face degrees. Remove cover the last
of this record production.
10 minutes.
But in the closing hours of
Menu: Stewed chicken and
Congress this year a bill was dumplings, baked squash, butthe
continued
which
passed
tered peas, waldorf salad, bispresent supports through 1949. cuits, butter and pumpkin .pie.
Any new changes would have
to be made by Congress, and
Congress won't meet until JanAGIN7S fOR
uary. That's too late to have effect on some 1949 crops, lilts
winter wheat.
After next year the law proLONG DISTANCE MOVING
vides the supports may be lowContact
ered, in most cases.
JAMES D. MASHBURN
The price at which the gov- Phone 893
Princeton, Ky.
ernment supports crops is based
ast Iron Combustion Chamber Holds Heat
on a complicated formula. In
general this formula attempt
Longer - - - Gives More Years Of Service
to tie crop prices with the farmers' cost of living. If the prices
New Cabinet Design - In Beautiful
of the things he has to buy go
up, so do the support prices. If
Brown Finish
farmers' costs go down, so do
support prices.
After 1949 the law also pro
Equipped With Heat Control and Blower
vides that the more abundan:
the crop, the less support the
STOMACH AILMENTS, WEAK KIDNEYS,
farmers will receive, as far a.
RHEUMATIC PAINS,ARTHRITIS,NEURITIS
most crops are concerned. Thi.Bloating.
ar,: such complaints as Beaciachea. Nervousness, Acids, Toxins,
Spells.
will tend to reduce unreasonaLack of Vitality, Energy, Poor Appetite, Underweight, Dizzy
ble surpluses, agriculture es
Colon Illustrations
Drugless Health!
We Also Have A Full Stock Of
THE COLON is one of the most
pens say.
NO MATTER how long you
Important organs of our body. The
stomach,
from
suffering
have
been
pric
experts
say
Agriculture
the
Illustrations show
following
Coal and Gas Heaters
kidney and rheumatic distress,
colon in various forms, as one's consupports aren't responsible—or and what drugs you have tried bedition in health may be. You may
Rob: Howls my colon?
at least entirely responsible — fore, you can, now, hope for relief
If you take GEO-MINERAL. With
for high prices. They point ou
your eyes SEE the results seven
that most market prices hay
days after you start taking it.
DRUGGISTS, Chemists cannot
been higher than the govern
snake GEO-MINERAL. It comes
ment support price. This, they from the earth—Nature's laboratory. Contains NO dope, NO alsay, has encouraged production
*oho!, NO oil. ONLY Nature's
And high production, they add
minerals—the oldest, most reliable
is best way to bring dow
remedy for rheumatism, arthritis,
and stomach ailments.
kidney
prices.
Wonder Minerals
Uncorporatorll
FOR THOUSANDS of years
Phone 332
h and Virginia St.
A French inventor, Nicola
sufferers, on advice of doctors, go
Jacques Conte, is considered 's
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
to mineral springs to get cure, or
relief. The late President Roosefather of the modern pencil.
velt used to go to Warm Springs
In Georgia. He was helped or
would not have gone there regulig IDEAL COLON. A person in
larly twice a year.
perfect health possesses•colon like
WE HAVE all heard of the
this — firm and regular, with well
miraculous springs of Lourdex.
functioning muscle.
France, and famous Thronion in
ancient Greece, where, according
of
god
to legend Hercules, the
eternal strength and youth, drank
Its waters and bathed to be forever young.
IF YOU ARE a sufferer, and
can not go to the mineral
springs, try GE O-MINERAL
which contains a blend of the
same minerals that can be found
at the world's best springs. The
minerals in it may work miracles.

Insurance

This Is The New
CHARTER
OAK
FUEL OIL
HEATER

21
/
2
Can
6-oz.
Can
1-lb.
, Ctn.
o.2½
Can
14-oz.
Bats.
No. 2
Cans
1-lb.
Cans

lanibs and -the wool from the ,
12 ewes for, $427.97. Expenses
including cost of the ewes were ,
$208.58, leaving him a profit;
of $216 30

RUMMER
Attend The
NORTH-SOUTH
EXPOSITION

•Don't wait until you are half
dead before you call your family
•

first sign of illness. It will be less

Thursday
Friday
Saturday

3 Big Nights 3
October 14-15-16

Owensboro, Ky.
Pee Wee King

expensive for you, too. Often a
word of advice, a sensible precaution, will prevent serious
Even though you may feel perfectly well, it is good practice to see your physician regularly, at least twice a year. If he finds it
necessary to prescribe medical treatment, bring
your prescriptions to us. We will fill them
promptly and accurately,just as the doctor orders.

Tex Justus
Minnie Pearl
The Duke of Paducah
Western Kentucky and
Southern Indiana's Greatest
Show.

ADMISSION 10c - 25c

BOLD
PLAIDS
SANFORIZED
All

Cotton
Flannel
Shirts

Clipper

BOYS' SIZES ... 1.79
JRS. SIZES .... 1.69

Our buyers knew a good thing when
they snapped up this bargain ...
warm cotton flannel shirt that's SANFORIZED for long-lasting fit! Notice the

HARDWARE CO.

For
Bag
Ctn.
;I. Tax
1/2-oz.
Can

Soft vice kid leather with
inbuilt earch—solid leather
soles and heels with rubber

Box
Lb.
Bag - I
..........
box

•

ret

Amazing Results

physician. His chances are better,
and yours, if you call him at the

careful styling, the look of quality,
and the woven-through patterns. More
proof that It pays to shop at plain
old Penney'.! 143. to 17.
iShrink.ar will not exceed 1%.

'WINTER JACKETS
A bold buffalo plaid, can be worn as a shirt or a jacket. Two
pockets, two-button adjustable cuffs. The whole family likes
them. from Granddad to Little Sister! S-M-L

WATCH your elimination from
your bowels two or three days after
you start using GEO-MINERAL.
The waste, black as coal, will
break away and you will SEE it!
Ala° examine your urine. You may
see impurities—poisonous waste—
coming out of your kidneys, and
feel the relief. Be sure to watch
for all this to realize the priceless
value of GEO-MINERAL.
GEO-MINERAL is not a physic,
and does not Interfere with the
foods in the Intestines. It gets
down to the root, cleaning and
purifying, throwing away poisons
— gas, toxins and bloating. Not
Ike physics, oils and cathartics'
do, but In s Natural. harmless,
safe way.

BOYS' SIZES, 4.98 and 3.98

A warm plaid jacket of 85% reprocessed wool. 15% new wool.
Zipper front closure, adjustable side straps, belted back. A real
bargain at,this price. Sizes 36 to 48.

100% Guaranteed!

WE URGE! you to try (LEOMINERAL. Go to your drug
store NOW and get one bottle. Um
it seven days. It you are not 100
per cent satisfied, we will refund
your money In full.
TRY IT! It may be the remedy
you NEED! ... and making the
best investment for your health.
It may do wonders for you--make
you feel, eat, sleep, work and enjoy life better.

A double-breasted mackinaw of 85% reused wool, 15% new wool.
All-around belt, two flap pockets, two hand-warmer pockets.
Warm enough for all-winter wear. Sizes 36-48.
SPASTIC CONSTIPATION—Pinching down of the descending colon.
This condition often reused by over
use of harsh cathartics, physics.

GEO-MINERAL Retail Pelee
1 Bottle $1.10 6 Bottles 66.06

WOOD'DRUG STORE
PRINCETON. KY.
115 Orders to shove elldrees—Add lee for Posture—

cioreire PrinlIng

e
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Attendance Is Large
At Fredonia Revival
• Large crowds are attendin4
the revival in progress at the
Fredonia Baptist church, with
the Rev. Stephen L. Cloud, Flomaton, Ala., preaching, assisted
by the pastor, Rev. Harlan
Thomas. There have been 10 additions to the church. Services
will continue through the week.
Jimmy Mills, of Kuttawa, Is
singer and choir director, Miss
Bonnie King, pianist.

James Talley Enters
Westminster Seminary

Rev. James H. Talky, Upperco, Md., former/y..44 Princeton,
registered as a middle-year student in Westminster Theological Seminar y, Westminster,
Maryland, last week. The seminary, one of the ten graduate
theological schools of the Methodist Church, began its sixtysixth year Sept. 28.

Hog Prices Off
Here As Big
Markets Decline

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
,
Demonstrates Timber
Marking Methods

Thursda , October 7,
northwest of Princeton. lb
tons lespedeza hay. Mitchell
Brown, 311 Cherry St
Hp

Classilied Ads

ARiC kegirkl
ered•
priced reasonab
ly.
Gallant Lad at
stud,
Morton Sidnian,
Forton''
phone 32,
Highway 62
Nortonville, Ky.
Licensornel.
_
SAVE MONEY
Buy engineered
and accessories Mo-Par
for
Chrysler-built
trucks. Hodge autornobil
Motor and
;dement Compan
y Pho

A simple melted of estirrnet- PIOR SALE; Coal furnace
. 20-in.
3 Stoker. Large capacity.
ing timber was demonstrated by
bowl; excellent condition. PriUsed one winter. Cumberland Modern home for sale. Four
rooms and tath with electric
Ralph , Nelson, county assistant
Manufacturing Co. Phone 713.
ed reasonably. •C. R. Ethridge,
water heater, furnace and
306 Stone St.
ltp
ltp
in forestry, on the farm of J. D.
winter's coal. At 508 Maple
Wholesale Pork, Beef
Asher near Farmersville last Are your headlights 0. K.? If PIANOS - RADIOS---ORGANS
Ave. Phone 726-W.
2tp
Friday afternoon. Ten sample
•
not, we can give you a perfect - SOLOVOX. Top quality,
And Lamb Drop;
trees were then turned over to
TIRES
job with the BEAR HEADbottom price. DYE PIANO CO.,
Local Retailers
,
those attending for practice in
LIGHT TESTER ALIGNER - 409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky. With a written guarantee for car
Expect Cut Soon
truck or tractor. Get our price
marking, following the method
a job that will meet state rePh. 85Z-M.
52tp
Hodge Motor and Implement
Hog prIces were off as much demonstrated by Mr. Nelson. All
quirements. Hodge Mot or
Everybody reads the Leader
FOR SALE: Nice house, good
Company. Phone 87.
tfc
Sales. Phone 87.
as $4 on the Princeton livestock estimates were very consittent,
ltc
location, 327 S. Seminary St.
market this week, farmers re- varying only 1.38 percent either
Kenned
and
y
Stallins
ElectFOR SALE: 30 acres good land.
New floor furnace, newly decported, and the average on all way from the average. Attending
rical contractors; REA wiring Now is the time to
orated interior. Phone 824-W.
/
1
4 mile north of Fredonia,
Mid -Western livestock markets the demonstration were J. D.
your car for
a specialty. Work guaranteed
winter
Ky., on gravel road. 22 acres
Itp
Asher, William Martin, Mr.
showed a drop of $1 and $2.
Our service expertly
Phone
3654
or
541-W.
tfc
in
cultivat
ion.
258 acres in
A check with loci grocers Morse, L. F. Watson, Edwin
work
guaranteed.
(Gallitin county) Illinois, good WANTED: Company Representa- FOR SALE: Beautif
ul cocker
and meat markets showed no ap- Lamb, Oliver Allcock, R. A.
trained mechanics.
tive will be in your city soon
farm land, stripping coal
'
Mabry
and
Ralph
puppies
Nelson.
from champion bred
preeia')Ie drop in meat prices
Motors. Ford sales
to talk to men and women who
vein. Near oil field. goo acres
stock. Blacks, reds, blondes,
here, although some expected
vice.
want
profitab
a
le
Rawlel
gh
in cultivation. J. W. Tedford,
the cut to come within a week.
business. Big demand now Marion, Ky.
3tp
Ralph Mason, with Red Front
large profits. Write at once.
Stores said: "We expect a drop
Rawleigh's, Dept. KYI-891-209,
FOR SALE: 1 Iron Fireman No.
(Continued from page one)
Modern 6-room house; located on one of best
any day now, but it always takes
Freeport, Ill.
8tp
at least a week for lower whol-- only score of the game. From In Appreciation
streets in Princeton.
FOR
RENT:
4-room
house,
about
here
the Princeton boys took
sale meat prices to get down to
We wish to express our appre600 yards from city limit on
A nice thriving business you will like to own it.
the retailer". Other stores had over.
ciation to the many friends who
Sandlick Road. Garage. See
Ramsey was hurt during the bestowed
the same story, although the
numerous forms of
or call Claude PPool, 451-.1
A & P market said pork chop latter part of the quarter, but comfort and consolement to
U9
or 451-W.
ltc
prices were off about four cents. was able to return by the sec- during the time our loved one
Exclusive
ond
half.
Wholesale pork prices dropped
was
laid
MONUM
in
FOR
his
ENTS:
final
Good qualresting
Tel. 520-J
As the second period opened. place. We want
4 cents a pound at Chicago
ity,
good workmanship, see W.
at
to give special
Monday and the American Meat Gilkey kicked off for Butler. thanks to the V'FW and the
R. Allen, W. Main St. Phone
Institute reported the wholesale Madisonville's Riddle picked it American Legion for the thin698-J. Princeton, Ky.
tfc
price of dressed beef had drop- up on the 31-yard line. A fum- ors and kind services rendere
d, TWO USED
ble
brought
STOVES for sale.
the ball back into to the Rev. Tom Collins.
ped 6 cents a pound in recent
the
Each will heat small house or
weeks. Choice lambs dropped 8 Tiger possession, Barrett picked Morgans and the choir of
the
apartment. One in excellent
cents and hams an average of it up, and was thrown out of First Christian Church.
condition, one fair. Pipe for
bounds on the 40-yard line.
9 cents, the institute eaid.
The family of,. Pvt. Cecil C.
both. Can be seen at Leader
Princeton gained . a 1 i rs t
A spokesman for the DepartHOPKINSVILLE
Davis
office.
ment of Agriculture said much down. On fourth down, Barrett
tfc
House and Lot on North Seminary street, close
of the decline in hog prices has punted, and the Maroons fumFOR SALE: Quilting frame;
Card Of Thanks
aeen the result of seasonal in- bled, Williamson recovering and
also roll of wool. See or call
American Legion
Auxiliary
in, 7 rooms, bath, $7500.00.
taking the pigskin across for a
creases in shipments.
Mrs. Will Loftus, Washington
thanks everyone for the response
"Farmers are shipping their touchdown.
street; telephone 652.
skown their Saturday's rumltp
A
try
for
the extra point was
hogs to market in order to beat
One on White street, 5 rooms, water and lights,
mage sale, especially Elk's Club
the price break,' he said, "and unsuccessful, and Butler trailed,
SEAT COVERS
for the use of their basement.
Guaranteed not to rip or fade.
of course, the more hogs that 7-6.
$3250.00
The final quarter opened with Mrs. Claude Anderson, Chairare shipped in, the faster the
For your car or truck. Instalman.
ltp
the ball in possession of Butler,
lation by experts at ne extra
price goes down."
One 5 rooms and bath on Maple Ave., $3500.00.
cost. Hodge Motor and impleHe said prices still are "rela- on the third down and with 12
ment Company. Phone 87. tic
tively attractive" despite to- yards to go. Princeton went six Federal Tobacco Grader
Also several farms, worth the money.
day's big drop which saw hogs more yards. On the final down, To Show Techniques
ANTI-F
A
REF2E: $1.25 a gallon.
series
of
Burley
tobacco
selling for $6 and more below Barrett picked up on the five
stripping and grading demonSears Order Office. Phone
the all-time high price recorded yard line and went over for an-- ESTABLISHED 1907
strations will be held Tuesday
790.
ltc
other six points, and 'the vicin August.
and Wednesday, Oct. 12 and 13,
42ry
margin.
The spokesman blamed toBATTERIES
with M. M. Pittman, federal toThe remainder of the game
day's low price on both the
With a written guarantee for
bacco
grader,
in
charge,
it
was
slow movement in the dressed - was tit for tat, until,the final
your car, truck or tractor. Get
Insurance and Real Estate
announced by County Agent R.
meat trade and the increased minutes of play, when a deterour price. Hodge Motor and
A.
Mabry
this
week. The dem- Implem
Main St.
Don't forget----we write insurance in the stron
mined Madisonville drive carent
Phone 54 shipments.
Company. Phone
onstration will be held Tuesday
The American Meat Institute ried uncomfortably close to the
87.
tfc;
est
companies in the world-including Life, Fir
on the John Mahan farm, at 9:30
said the decline in wholesale Butler goal line.
o'clock, and on Paul Jones FAMILY washings wanted at
Torna
do, Wind Storm, Automobile and Hospital
The Maroons gained
prices was entirely the result of
their Morse' farm,
208 Donivan St.
Farmersville
ltp
increased supplies and said they fifth first down on the twozation
. • See us for your insurance needs at o
community, at
1:30
o'clock.
"have no reports" of slowness in yard line, with about four Minoffice
Wednesday, the demonstrations FOR SALE: New 4-room house,
on
West Main Street or
utes left to play. On the first
retail buying.
bath-unfinished, shirt factory
will be on the R. B. Tandy farm
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"
The institute predicted that try the Maroons macie no gain.
disuict. 2 milk cows, Jerseys,
at 9:30 o'clock and Myron Wilthe wholesale price declines On the second, they were
CALL 54
freshening soon, '35 Chevrolet
liams' farm at 1:30.
would be reflected later in pri- thrown for a, loss of two yards,
car. 243 acre farm, 16 miles
ces quoted on the butcher's and on the third, they lost four
Willard Moore, Gordon Lismore. Butler took over and
shelves.
anby, Louard Egbert and hey
hung on to the ball until the
McGough attended the Kentucgame ended.
C. A. Woodall Leads
ky-Ole Miss football game in
Tomorrow night the squad
Lexington Saturday.
In Insurance Contest
goes to Cadiz, where they will
C. A. Woodall, who represents play Trigg County
High. Last
the Equitable Life Assurance So- week Morganfield
defeated
ciety of New York, has just re- Trigg by 25-0
at Cadiz.
('LAPP'S STRAINED,
ceived advice that he leads the
GERBBER'S, ASSORTED
Kentucky and Southern Indiana
42
aby
Republ
Food
ican
Wome
n
in glass, 10c, 3 for
Agency in volume of Life Instrained. Sc. 3 for
FARM BRAND
surance written in this field dur- Attend Meeting Here
NAVY, PINTO or NORTHERN
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GRAPES--RED CALIFORNIA

B

Lb. 10c
28c Baby Food

23c

Apple Butter

20c

25c

Creasey
25c Green Beans,.,19. „„ 171
/
2c , By Auto
es Broken

lasting good looks and

Pickled Beets
Chili Con Carne oz 19c
Cherries
25c
Soda Crackers
44c
Date Nut Bread
21c
Ho
35c
Fruit Cocktail
221/2c
Orange Juice
45c
Corn Beef Hash
39c
P
25c
Peanut Butter
32
3:
Salad Dressing
Dairy Cheese
it, 58c

Quaker Oats

fashion versatility!

Coffee with the wonderful flavor-3
lbs. 1.12

KEWPIE, GOLDEN BANTAM

16 07 can

Astonishing, but true...Vitality Shoes have a
cosmetic
effect! Their restful fit is reflected in your face...
in
your relaxed smile,Hn that inner glow of good
feeling
that comes out in your walk ... your posture...
your very expression. Come, choose from our
exciting
collection of new fall styles.. Vitality more-for-year.
money Shoes.

$1095 • $1195 • $1295
Complete Range of Sizes and Widths
Also Vitality Open Road Shoes for Outdoor)
and Campus wear,_$4.95 and $9.95

As Advertised
in
LADIES' HOME JOURNAL
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

Steger-Whitsett

HEART OF FLORIDA

46 oz cans

LET US MODERNIZE YOUR

Kitchen, Bath and
Basement

ARMOUR'S

16 oz. can

MID SUMMER, HALVES

eaches heavy syrup, 29 oz. can
Gold Craft

No. 3204

$49.00

16 oz. ja
jarr

LADY BETTY

DEBONAIR

Expert installation of
all types of WALLBOARD KENTILE Asphalt Floor Tile.

COSMOPOUTAN

9x9" Tile--8c ea.
Call For Estimate

Steger-Whitsett Floors
APPLICATORS - DEALERS
Floor Finishing - Floor Sanding
Phone 517-J

16

. . . the kind of a coat

You couldn't own a more
fashionable, practical coat on
a bet! It's simple and uncluttered . . . it has a look thift
makes it a hit in Bermuda or
in your own home town. A
cosmopolitan.. . it makes
friends and influences c
pliments. Perfectly tailored
just for you to enjoy in the
fabric you love-Sheer Gabardine in Rich New Fall
Colors to choose from -Italian Wine, Pine Grove, Bermuda Beige, Grey Giesler,
Brown Derby, Jet Black.
Sizes 8-20.

SAM HOWERTON'S
ee

WINONUelleelt01111.141

07.

Wisconsin full cream

VOGUE picks for ever-

FREDONIA, KY.

115

B

Loving Cup Coffee lb 39c
White Cake Mix
35c
SWANS DOWN INSTANT

16 oz pkIC

SOLID

HEADS

FULL OF MILK
ocoanuts

•

Pork Itt Beans

lb. Sc, bag

$1.49

fresh, each

194

Ankle
She Crosses
Behind School Bu

15c

Tomato CatsuPii OZ.
Corn

15c
Cranberry Sauce it can 19c
.),
Devil's Food Cake Mix 28c
Gingerbread Mix
27c
Spaghetti
25c
Spinach
18c
Oleomargarine
281/2c
Grapefruit Juice
21c
21c
Vegetable Soup,.
Red Cross Macaroni . or

3 pkgs. for

1,a Home, 29 or

TEXSUN

Table Garden

Creasey, seven-year
of Mr. and Mrs. J
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Pupil at Ft ,
es were pia(
°140111, driver f
Uri line.

BIG BOY

John T.
Preach

REG. OR QUICK
small

Corn

fancy, whole kernel, 19 oz. can
McKINZIE BUTTERMILK

Pancake Mix

20

07

16c
19c

pkg 10C

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
MEDIUM SIZE

Cabbage
C

deaayis
Tu
Aepsp

Golden Delicious, US No. 1

Apples
Parsnips

large, lb. 71,:c, hit

$2.95
15c

tender & sweet. lb
Listen to "Bing Sings" Doily WSON
, Henderson, Ky. 9 A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M.
Owensboro, Ky., Week Days

Red Front Stores
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
ALL THE TUdIt.
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